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Resumo 
 
 

As sintetases aminoacil-tRNA (aaRSs) são enzimas essenciais para o processo de 

síntese proteica, sendo responsáveis pela adição do aminoácido correcto ao tRNA. Existem 

pelo menos vinte aaRSs (uma para cada aminoácido) e geralmente, os eucariotas possuem 

uma enzima aaRS funcional no citoplasma e outra em organelos com genoma próprio. 

Recentemente têm sido identificadas funções não-catalicas para estas enzimas. Mutações nas 

aaRSs podem causar danos irreparáveis no processo de tradução, originando doenças graves, 

por isso a investigação nesta área crucial para a produção de terapias adequadas. Neste 

projecto, as sintetases serina-tRNA (SRS) foram estudadas em Drosophila melanogaster. Com 

o objectivo de analisar os efeitos fenotípicos causados pelo processo de RNA de interferência 

das três putativas SRSs (m1-, m2- and c-SRS) construiram-se moscas RNAi trangenicas com o 

fim de silenciar cada SRS, através da ferramenta UAS/GAL4. Verificou-se que um knock down 

constitutivo e ubíquo do mRNA da correspondente SRS causou letalidade absoluta. 

Bloqueamos ainda a tradução de cada SRS apenas em certos tecidos. No tecido de asa, com o 

uso dos drivers nub-GAL4 e MS1096-GAL4, a indução de RNAi deu origem a aberrações 

morfológicas nas asas, para as três SRS. A indução de RNAi no tecido de olho também causou 

danos, em moscas com um mês de idade. Estes resultados provam a existência de funções 

essenciais para m1-, m2- e c-SRS.  

O processo RNAi aqui usado permite a obtenção de moscas cujo sistema de tradução pode ser 

bloqueado de uma maneira controlada e o estudo dos efeitos causados por esta acção. 

 

 

 

 

  
Palavras-chave: Sintetases aminoacil-tRNA (aaRSs), sintetases serina-tRNA (SRS), RNAi, 

Drosophila melanogaster, doenças relacionadas com o processo de tradução. 
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Abstract 
 

Aminoacyl-tRNA synthetases (aaRSs) are key enzymes involved in protein synthesis as 

they are responsible for adding a specific amino acid to their cognate tRNA. There are at least 

twenty aaRSs and, generaly, eukaryotes have one cytosolic enzyme and another in organelles 

with their own genome. aaRSs have been reported to have roles in non-catalytic processes. 

Mutations in aaRSs can cause severe translation diseases, therefore, studies that help 

understand the causes and the effects of these diseases are crucial for adequate therapies. In 

this work, the seryl-tRNA synthetases (SRS) were investigated in Drosophila melanogaster with 

the aim to study the phenotypical effects produced by RNA interference of the three putative 

SRSs for flies: m1-, m2- and c-SRS.  

RNAi transgenic fly lines were constructed to silence each SRS. This was done by crossing 

SRS transgenic flies with different GAL4 driver strains and through the UAS/GAL4 system. 

Constitutive and ubiquitous knock down of each SRS mRNA produced total lethality in flies. 

Translation of each SRS was also blocked in a tissue-specific pattern. In wing tissue, with 

drivers nub-GAL4 and MS1096-GAL4, the silencing of the SRS resulted in flies with abnormal 

wings for all three SRS. Eye specific drivers were used and eye tissue damage was found in 

one month old transgenic-GAL4 flies. These results indicate essential functions for m1-, m2- 

and c-SRS. Furthermore, the RNAi system here used allows the generation of flies whose 

translation machinery can be impaired in a controlled manner and the study of the defects 

caused by it.  

 

 

 

 

 

Kew-words: Aminoacyl-tRNA synthetases (aaRSs), seryl-tRNA synthetases (SRS), RNAi, 

Drosophila melanogaster, translation related diseases.  
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I. Introduction 
 

1.1 Protein synthesis and aminoacyl-tRNA synthetases (aaRSs) 

 

Protein synthesis is the process by which cells build proteins using the information 

encoded in the genome. The term refers to a multi-step process, beginning with amino acid 

synthesis and transcription which are then used for translation. Protein biosynthesis, although 

very similar, differs between prokaryotes and eukaryotes. 

 

 
Figure 2.1 - Protein synthesis in eukaryotes. The three stages of translation: initiation, elongation and 
termination. In blue the Open Reading Frame (ORF) containing the start (AUG) and stop (UGA) codons. 
Ribosome subunits are shown in green and the elongating protein being synthesized in red (Adapted from 
Scheper et al. 2007). 
 

 

In the case of eukaryotes, when the cell needs a certain protein, the genetic information in the 

appropriate nucleotide sequence of DNA is transferred to a messenger RNA (mRNA), in a 

process called transcription. The following step is translation, in which protein biosynthesis 

occurs, by decoding of the mRNA according to the rules of the genetic code.  

 
Protein synthesis is mediated by ribosomes, which are RNA-based enzymes that facilitate 

peptidebond formation. Ribosomes are cytosolic organelles composed of two subunits; the 

‘large’ subunit (60S in mammals) and the ‘small’ subunit (40S in mammals). Amino acids are 

transported to the ribosome with the appropriate transfer RNA (tRNA), which has an anticodon 

that is complementary to a codon for that amino acid. These aminoacyl-tRNAs (aa-tRNAs) are 

first attached to the A-site (acceptor site), on the ribosome. Other tRNA-binding sites on the 

ribosome are the P-site, which binds peptidyl-tRNA (tRNA that is bound to the nascent peptide), 

and the E-site, which binds a free tRNA before it exits the ribosome. Furthermore, the process 

of translation requires several other proteins that are external to the ribosome, which are called 

translation factors.  

mRNA translation is conventionally divided into three stages: initiation, elongation and 

termination. Firstly, an initiation complex is formed between the ribosome and the initiator tRNA, 

methionine, at the “start” codon (AUG) of the mRNA (Figure 1.1). During elongation, the 

polypeptide chain is formed by the appropriate aminoacyl-tRNA binding to the codon, in the A 

site. When the ribosome encounters a ‘stop’ codon, termination occurs, polypeptide synthesis 
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ends, the chain is released, and the two ribosomal subunits separate from the mRNA (Scheper 

et al. 2007). 

 
Aminoacyl-tRNA synthetases (aaRSs) are the enzymes that add an amino acid to their cognate 

tRNA, allowing aminoacylated tRNAs to be used by the ribosome for the translation process. 

The aaRSs are essential enzymes, as they ensure that each amino acid incorporated in the 

polypeptide matches the information coded in the mRNA.  

The tRNA aminoacylation reaction performed by aaRS consists of two steps.  

In the first step the enzyme activates the amino acid (aa) with adenosine-triphosphate (ATP) to 

form aminoacyl-adenylate (AMP), with release of pyrophosphate (PPi), 

 

1. aaRS + aa + ATP                 aaRS-aa-AMP + PPi 

 

Next, the amino acid is transferred via the formation of an ester bond, to a hydroxly group of the 

ribose of the terminal adenosine at the 3´-end of the tRNA, thus generating aminoacyl-tRNA 

(aa-tRNA) that is able to bind the elongation factor (EF), to be transported and used by the 

ribosome.  

 

2. aRS-aa-AMP + tRNA                 aaRS + AMP + aa-tRNA 

 

In this reaction there is also a release of AMP and aaRS. The aaRs will be available to be used 

to aminoacylate again.  

 
In general all organisms have at least twenty aaRSs enzymes - one for each amino acid - 

divided in two classes (class I and II) in accordance with their active site architectures and all 

enzymes within a class are thought to have evolved from a single-domain ATP binding protein.  

 

A final remark concerning the aaRSs is that tRNAs are not able to distinguish amino acids 

conjugated to their ends, thus the correct recognition by these enzymes of both amino acid and 

tRNA, is an extremely important determinant to translate the correct protein. 

Due to the crucial role in protein synthesis and maintenance of the genetic code, these 

enzymes are thought to have arisen early in evolution. (Ribas de Pouplana et al. 2001) 

 

 

1.1.1 Seryl - tRNA synthetases 

 

The seryl-tRNA synthetase (SRS) has several characteristics that make its study interesting, for 

example, the existence of six serine codons in two distinct codon groups implies that there is no 

consistent anticodon nucleotide in the tRNASer. Perhaps because, the SRS is one of the very 

few synthetases that does not specifically recognize the anticodon.  
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Another interesting feature of SRS is that it can aminoacylate a specialized and unique 

suppressor tRNA, the tRNA selenocystein (tRNASec
UCA) that is able to decode the stop codon 

TGA to serine, to be later transformed incorporated into selenoproteins. 

 

 

Its three-dimensional structure has been described for several organisms, and SRS is 

considered a class II enzyme with a catalytic domain fairly conserved in the three domains of 

life (with the exception of the methanogenic enzyme, whose structure differs from the canonical 

one), and has an N-terminal coiled coil domain that allows the recognition of the particular long 

variable arm present in most of tRNAsSer and tRNAsSec, except in some mitochondria (for 

example, mammals and Drosophila’s tRNAsSer do not have a long variable arm). 

A final remark for the SRS is that the enzyme needs to be a dimmer in order to function. (Ibba et 

al. 2005) 

 

 

1.1.2 Drosophila melanogaster seryl-tRNA synthetases 

 

The seryl-tRNA synthetases from eukaryotic organisms (as well as the other aaRS) are coded 

by the nuclear genome, but some of them function in organelles that have their own genome.  

There are organisms that have only one gene that codes for a single SRS that has the capacity 

to act both in the cytoplasm and in other organelles, while other organisms can perform 

differential splicing and obtain two isoforms: one that functions in the cytosol and the second in 

the organelle. However, in most cases, there are two nuclear genes that code for two isoforms 

with different subcellular destinies.  

 
There is no description about the serylation system of Drosophila melanogaster and there is no 

characterization about its subcellular localization. It is known that in Drosophila the nuclear 

genome codes for the pool of tRNAsSer that function in the cytosol, and the mitochondrial 

genome codes for its own pool of tRNAsSer.  

The nuclear genome has six seryl codons that are decoded via four tRNASer isoacceptors (UGA, 

AGA, CGA and GCU) (Figure 1.2). There is also a suppressor tRNA, tRNAsSec (UCA) which is 

capable of decoding the stop codon UGA to a selenocystein (Sec) amino acid. 

An important concept in translation is the wobble base pairing, which means that a single tRNA 

can decode two codons that differ only in the third position and where a purine or pyrimidine is 

replaced by the same kind of base pair.  

In the mitochondria there are also six seryl codons but they are decoded by only two tRNAsSer 

(GCU and UGA) coded by the mitochondrial genome, this is possible because of a specific 

wobble base rule for the mitochondria of invertebrates. 
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It must be mentioned that the Drosophila sp mitochondrial genome differs from the standard 

genetic code. For example, the translation of the AGA codon (which normally decoded to 

arginine) in Drosophila is decoded into serine. (Tomita et al.1999) 

  

 
Figure 1.2 - Drosophila melanogaster cytoplasm and mitochondria tRNA with codon and anti codon 
different possibilities. (Adapted from Tanit Guitart) 
 

 

1.1.3 Other aaRSs functions 

 

Protein synthesis is an extremely important process for basic cell function. Due to their essential 

role, aaRSs are considered to be housekeeping enzymes. However, several lines of evidences 

have demonstrated that these enzymes are multi-functional and play important roles in non-

catalytic and non-canonical processes.  

For example, aaRSs have been shown to have functions related to transcriptional control, RNA 

processing and angiogenesis.  

In mammals, aaRSs involvement in processes not directly related to protein synthesis is 

accomplished via the interaction of different aaRSs with each other and with other non-

enzymatic factors, in what is called the aaRSs multi-synthetase complex. 

The mammalian aaRSs complex has drawn a lot of attention from scientists. However, neither 

the structure or the function of this mammalian aaRSs has been fully understood. 

 

Studies have also described the association between translational components as tRNA or 

aaRSs, and aaRSs-binding non-enzymatic factors.  
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It has been shown that the formation of complexes that function in DNA related process, such 

as replication, translation, etc, is common in the cell. (Lee et al. 2004) 

 

 

1.2 Translation related diseases 
 

A large number of human diseases are caused by mutations that prevent the correct translation 

of mRNA. Some of these diseases are due to mutations in specific mRNAs that affect 

mechanisms of translation, resulting in defects of protein expression. Others involve mutations 

that affect essential components of the translation machinery, such as protein components of 

the ribosome, tRNAs and aaRSs. Other disorders are related to alterations in the translation 

factors that mediate the process of mRNA translation, or in the cellular components that control 

them. Studies on translation related diseases are extremely important for effective therapies 

and more accurate gene counseling (Scheper et al. 2007).  

Next, are mentioned some examples of translation related diseases that affect many people all 

around the world. 

 

 

1.2.1 Diseases involving cytosolic translation 

 

 One of the most common inherited neurological disorders is the X-linked-Charcot-Marie-Tooth 

disease (CMT), presently incurable, and seems to be related with the loss of translation 

mediated by internal ribosome entry sites (IRESs). These IRESs are nucleotide sequences that 

allow translation initiation in the middle of a mRNA sequence.  

Another translation related disease is the X-linked-dyskeratosis congenital. This is a rare 

inherited multisystem disorder and often fatal and it is caused by mutation in the dkc1 gene that 

encodes for a dyskerin which interacts with the RNA component of human telomerase. 

Interestingly, deficiency of dyskerin in mice has been shown to cause defective translation of 

IRES-dependent mRNAs (Scheper et al. 2007). 

 

To ensure fidelity of translational elongation, it is necessary to affix the correct amino acid to the 

tRNA, and ensure that the tRNA recognizes, through its anticodon, the correct codon in the 

ribosomal A-site. Incorporation of an incorrect amino acid into the nascent polypeptide could 

cause misfolding and production of defective or dominant interfering proteins. 

As said before, amino acids are attached to tRNAs by aaRSs, each of which is specific for a 

single amino acid. However, as there can be several codons and several different tRNAs for a 

single amino acid, an aminoacyl-tRNA synthetase can ‘charge’ several different tRNAs. 

Accuracy is a key aspect of aaRS function. It is known that several mutations in aaRSs cause 

human disorders.  
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Several mutations in aaRSs cause human neuropathies including some types of the 

aforementioned Charcot-Marie-Tooth (CMT). Since this disease is divided in groups and 

subtypes, there is a type related with mutations in the gene that encodes glycyl-tRNA 

synthetase (CMT2D) (Scheper et al. 2007), and another one involving the tyrosyl-tRNA 

synthetase (DI-CMTC) (Jordanova et al. 2006). 

A drawback of some of aaRSs is that they may accept non-cognate amino acids that are 

smaller than the correct one. To avoid the misincorporation of these non-cognate amino acids 

into proteins, an editing function is performed by the same enzymes and the wrong amino acid 

is removed. If there is a deficiency in this function, the result would be the synthesis of 

misfolded proteins. Misfolding proteins and their aggregates are though to cause several 

neurodegenerative disorders. 

 

 

1.2.3 Diseases involving mitochondrial translation 
 

It is known that human cells possess two different genomes: nuclear DNA, present in two 

copies in each cell, and the much smaller mitochondrial genome (mtDNA), present in a large 

number of copies per cell. Mitochondria are essential for survival as they support aerobic 

respiration, they provide energy substrates for metabolic pathways, and have important 

functions in cell signaling.  

 

Mitochondrial biogenesis is an essential process in cell proliferation and differentiation. It 

depends on the coordinated expression of two genomes located in different subcellular 

compartments, the nucleus and the mitochondrion. mtDNA is a circular double-stranded DNA 

molecule with an extremely compact organization, and a gene content that is well conserved in 

the animal kingdom. An interesting characteristic of mtDNA is that it is continuously replicating, 

and this happens independently of the nucleus genome and occurs in dividing and non-dividing 

cells. 

Because mtDNA is relatively small, it allows for the comprehensive sequencing of many 

individuals, and diseases that are caused by mutations in mtDNA have been studied intensely. 

Nevertheless, investigating the epidemiology of mtDNA genetic is complicated due to the 

clinical and genetic diversity of disorders. 

mtDNA encodes tRNAs, rRNAs and polypeptides, all of which are components of the oxidative 

phosphorylation system (OXPHOS). It is known that defects in mitochondrial metabolism lead to 

a wide range of human diseases, mainly due to the alteration of OXPHOS functions.  

The other subunits of the OXPHOS system and all of the proteins involved in the maintenance 

and expression of mtDNA, are encoded in nuclear DNA. Thus, human mitochondrial diseases 

include mutations in both mtDNA and nuclear DNA. 

mtDNA mutations may cause deficiencies in mitochondrial translation or respiratory chain 

activity and might also contribute to neurodegeneration in Alzheimer disease. Mitochondrial 
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defects in neurodegenerative diseases also include Parkinson’s and Huntington’s disorders 

(Scheper et al. 2007 and Sànchez-Martínez et al. 2005). 

 
Several human diseases have been linked with all mitochondrial tRNAs, except tRNAMet and 

tRNACys. In fact, more than 130 mitochondrial tRNA mutations have been reported (MITOMAP 

2008). 

One of the most studied disorder is the Mitochondrial Encephalopathy, Lactic Acidosis, and 

Stroke-like syndrome (MELAS). 80% of patients with MELAS carry a maternally inherited 

mutation in mtDNA that affects the tRNALeu(UUR) gene. 

Some mutations in nuclear encoded proteins that form the mitochondrial translational machinery 

have also been reported, for instance, mutations in proteins involved in tRNA modification 

pathways or elongation factors.  

Recently, a mutation in the gene encoding the mitochondrial leucyl-tRNA synthetase (mtLeuRS) 

was shown to be a susceptibility agent for diabetes, and during the last year, mutations in 

aspartyl-tRNA (mtAspRS) and arginyl-tRNA synthetase (mtArgRS) were described as causal 

agents for diseases affecting the central nervous system, being the two first monogenic 

diseases related to mitochondrial aminoacyl-tRNA synthetases. 

 

The autosomal recessive disease leukoencephalophaty with brain stem and spinal cord 

involvement and elevated lactate (LBSL) was found to be caused by mutations in the gene that 

encodes for mtAspRS. It was also shown that mutations in the gene enconding for the aspartyl-

tRNA did not cause similar phenotypes as those seen with mtAspRS. Interestingly, synthetases 

are encoded by nuclear genome while mitochondrial tRNAs are encoded by mtDNA. This is the 

reason why synthetases and their correspondent tRNA can be associated with isolated 

mitochondrial myopathies (Scheper et al.  2007) 

 

 

1.3 Drosophila melanogaster 
 

Drosophila melanogaster was the organism used in this work, because it is an excellent model 

for studying several complex biological, molecular and physiological processes, being a good 

organism for research and diagnose of human diseases.  

Drosophila is an insect from the Diptera order possessing a pair of wings and a pair of halteres. 

Morphological study of the fly is also easy, since it can be visualized with a 0,8 to 10 times 

amplitude.   

Drosophila melanogaster has its genome sequenced in its entirety. The first annotated 

sequence was published in March 2000 and an update is done regularly (Flybase).  

In addition, the presence in Drosophila of human orthologs, including some for genes involved 

in human diseases has increased the interest in using it to understand the molecular basis of 

disorders, and to discover new therapies. 
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The life cycle of Drosophila is quite short and exhibits complete metamorphism, including an 

egg, larval and pupa form, and ending with the adult form (Figure 3). 

The generation time for Drosophila growth depends on the temperature. At 25°C it is 10 days, at 

room temperature (21°C-22°C) it is 12-13 days, and at 18°C the generation time is 19 days. 

This allows the use of a longer or shorter life cycle depending on experiment needs. 

 

 
 
Figure 1.3 - Drosophila life cycle (adapted from FlyMove). 
 
 

Female flies can lay up to 100 eggs a day. The embryogenesis occurs in the first 24 hours of 

the egg, following which there are 3 different stages of instar. Larvae grow by molting - 

shedding of the cuticle - and grow new cuticle as their size increases. 

 

The first instar larva hatches out of the egg and crawls into a food source. After a day, the first 

instar larva molts and becomes the second instar larva, which becomes third instar larva having 

passed two more days. After three days of eating in this final larva stage, it crawls out of the 

food source, searches for a more dry area and molts again. Following this molt, the larva stops 

moving and forms a pupa in which it remains for about five days. During this time, the 

metamorphosis from larva to adult occurs. In this stage of the development most of the larva 

tissues are systematically destroyed by apoptosis, while new adult organs develop from a group 

of undifferentiated and proliferating cells called imaginal discs.  

Imaginal discs begin as a small group of cells that set aside during embryogenesis and 

proliferate to form monocellular epithelial layers. In Drosophila there are ten major pairs of 

imaginal discs which construct many of the adult organs, and an unpaired genetical disc, that 

will form the reproductive structures (Figure 1.4). 
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Figure 1.4 - Drosophila imaginal discs (adapted from Morgan 2007) 
 

In this work, there were experiments which involved the Drosophila eye and wing imaginal disc 

tissues. Thus following is a small resume concerning only these two imaginal discs. 

 
 

1.3.1 Drosophila imaginal eye disc 

 

The Drosophila eye develops in the flat epithelial layer of the eye imaginal disc of the larva. 

There are no cells directly above or below this layer, so the interactions are confined to 

neighboring cells in the same plane. The differentiation of these randomly arranged epithelia 

cells into photoreceptors, and their surrounding lens tissue, ocurrs during the last larval stage. 

An indentation forms at the posterior margin of the imaginal disc, and this morphogenetic furrow 

begins to travel forward toward the anterior of the epithelium (Figure 1.5). The neuronal fate of 

photoreceptors is determined at this time. Several hours after neuronal cell fate has been 

established in the eye disc, photoreceptor-specific differentiation begins. 

When the eye is formed the retina consists of about 800 units called ommatidia. Each 

ommatidium is composed of 20 cells arranged in a precise pattern: eight of those cells are 

photoreceptors (R1-R8 cells) and the rest are lens cells (Gilbert 2006). 
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Figure 1.5 - Drosophila eye imaginal disc. Differentiation of the Drosophila eye photoreceptors. The 
morphogenetic furrow (arrow) crosses the disc from the left (posterior) to right (anterior) of the disc. 

(A) confocal image of a triple-labeled late larval eye/antennal imaginal disc. 
(B) Behind the furrow, the photoreceptprs cells differentiate following a specific sequence; the first 

photoreceptor to differentiate is the R8, starting a cascade of induction until the R7.  
(adapted from Gilbert 2006) 
 

 

1.3.2 Drosophila imaginal wing disc 

 

The adult Drosophila appendages develop from a small group of cells, known as the imaginal, 

wing disc which gives rise to most of the dorsal mesothorax (that consists of the notum) and its 

associated appendage, the wing.  

The imaginal wing disc cells proliferate during the three larval stages. The disc is basically a 

single cell layered epithelium and is divided into anterior-posterior (A/P) compartments in the 

embryonic ectoderm at the first instar and becomes further subdivided into dorsal-ventral (D/V) 

at second instar larva. The process leading to the formation of the adult wing starts at third 

instar and is controlled by two major patterning centers which are established at the boundaries 

of the D/V and A/P compartments (Figure1.6). It is known that the correct development of the 

wing requires the function of several important genes like apterous (ap), vestigial (vg) and the 

signalling pathways Notch, Decapentaplegic, Wingless and Hedgehog (Klein 2001). 
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Figure 1.6 - Scheme for Drosophila wing. (A) DrosophilIa wing imaginal disc. (B) Drosophila adult wing 
(Adapted from Duarte Mesquita)  
 

 

1.3.3 Transcription and translation diseases: Drosophila as a model 

 

One of the main objectives in understanding the physiopathology of translational diseases is to 

create an animal model that reproduces the variety of symptoms associated with this group of 

complex human disorders. Although a great effort is currently focused on developing 

mammalian models of human mitochondrial pathologies, Drosophila emerges as an attractive, 

tractable alternative.  

Drosophila models can help to understand common aspects of these pathologies because they 

enable the identification of cell types and tissues that account for the disease-like phenotypes. 

Global transcriptional analysis of these models has already revealed many sets of genes, 

including those related for example to stress responses and metabolism, which are 

systematically up- or down-regulated according to the degree of the mitochondrial dysfunction. 

The ultimate aim of such transcriptomic approaches is to identify potential pharmacological 

targets for transcription and translation related disease because the recent development of 

efficient gene targeting methods has facilitated the introduction of specific mutations responsible 

for human mitochondrial diseases. Drosophila offers substantial promise for understanding the 

pathogenic mechanisms of this group of diseases (Sánchez-Martínez et al. 2006) 

 

 

1.4 RNA interference  
 

RNAi is a vital process to the immune response to viruses or exogenous genetic material. It is 

activated when a double-stranded RNA (dsRNA) enters the cell and leads to the cleavage of the 

target transcript. 

 
RNA silencing was first observed in plants and fungi (Cogoni et al. 1996). In animals, it was 

reported in the worm Caenorhabditis elegans in a study by Andrew Fire and Craig Mello in 

1998. Their experiments demonstrated that dsRNA was a trigger for gene silencing. Silencing 
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triggers are nucleic acids that lead to protein-RNA complexes that repress expression of target 

genes by lowering their rate of transcription, the stability or translation of their mRNAs. 

dsRNA, is the most well studied silencing trigger and it can be produced by bidirectional 

transcription, transcription of an inverted repeat or "hairpin" sequence, or physically introduced 

into cells by injection, or even feeding dsRNA-expressing bacteria (Fire and Mello 2006). 

RNAi is a powerful tool to study the function of genes and is used widely in science. 

 

 

1.4.2 RNAi in plants: inactivation of organellar SRS 

 

In plants protein synthesis takes place in the cytosol, mitochondria, and chloroplasts. Plant 

aaRs are divided in two groups according to substrate specificity: the cytosolic and the 

organelle enzymes.  

The NbGRS and NbSRS genes, Nicotiana benthamiana organellar forms of glutamyl-tRNA 

synthetase (GRS) and SRS, respectively, exhibited high sequence similarity to the 

corresponding genes of prokaryotes, particularly cyanobacterial species, indicating that they 

encode an organellar isoform of GRS and SRS. Having this data, Yu-Kyung Kim and his 

colleagues planed a study in higher plants where the cellular functions of organellar NbGRS 

and NbSRS were inactivated. In this study reduced-expression mutants were genarated using 

virus-induced gene silencing (VIGS). VIGS is a method that uses the RNAi pathway in plants to 

induce gene knock-down. 

As a result of this study, reduction of the numbers of chloroplasts and reduced sizes and 

chlorophyll content was observed. The numbers and physiology of mitochondria were also 

severely affected. The authors concluded that the organellar forms of GRS and SRS are 

responsible for aminoacylation of tRNAsGlu and tRNAsSer in the mitochondria of higher plants 

 (Kim et a.l 2005).  

This study exemplifies a possibility of what can be done to study aaRSs making use of RNAi.  

 

 

1.5 Project background  
 

With the use of bioinformatics tools, the Gene Translation Laboratory found three putative SRS 

for Drosophila melanogaster. This fact is known to occur only in insects and one invertebrate. 

This situation is exceptional, because organisms generally have one SRS in the cytosol to 

decode the nuclear genome and another SRSs in those organelles which have their own 

genome. Therefore, Drosophila melanogaster was expected to have one SRS in the cytosol and 

another one working in the mitochondria. 
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Using the National Center for Biotechnology Information (NCBI) web page for the search of 

proteins, there can be found three annotated putative SRS for Drosophila melanogaster:  

c-SRS (Accession number AAF51155, FlyBase code CG17259) 

m1-SRS (Accession number AAF55175; FlyBase code CG4938) 

m2-SRS (Accession number AAN13983, FlyBase code CG31133) 

 

Phylogenetic analyses and specific software tools were used to predict whether they function in 

the cytosol or in the mitochondria. Structural analyses of the catalytic core were performed by 

comparison to the mitochondrial seryl-tRNA synthetase structure from Bos taurusi (Chimnaronk 

et al. 2005).   

 

The findings were the following (unpublished data): 

-Results for m1-SRS and m2-SRS show high probability for the presence of an N-terminal 

signal peptide that determines the mitochondrial fate of the proteins. 

- In phylogenetic studies c-SRS appears grouped with other eukaryotic cytosolic proteins, and 

the whole cluster is close to the Archea domain  

- m1-SRS and the m2-SRS appear grouped with other mitochondrial proteins and next to 

Bacteria. 

- Structural analyses of the level of conservation of the interactions between the m2-SRS 

catalytic core and the seryl-adenylate leads to the hypothesis that it might have lost its capacity 

to function as a seryl-tRNA synthetase. 

 

The mentioned study from Kim et al. in the previous chapter was the only research done 

involving the suppression of SRS using RNAi techniques.   

A similar experiment was planed in this work: suppression of the genes that encode for the 

putative c-SRS, m1- and m2-SRS from Drosophila melanogaster, using the RNAi machinery.  

In order to perform RNAi in flies, the use of the well established UAS/GAL4 system is 

necessary. This system was first reported by Fischer et al. in 1998 when demonstrated that 

GAL4 expression can initiate transcription of a reporter gene under the upstream activator 

sequence (UAS) control in Drosophila.  This feature allows the selective expression of any 

cloned gene in a wide variety of cell- and tissue-specific patterns in Drosophila.  

 

 

1.6 Objectives 
 

The long term objective of this project is to generate flies whose translation can be disrupted in 

a controlled manner in order to study the effect that it may cause to the organism.  

To achieve this purpose, the present study aims to silence the expression of the putative m1, 

m2 and c-SRS of Drosophila, blocking the translation of each one in a tissue- and cell-specific 

pattern, using the UAS/GAL4 system. By knocking down each gene at a time and in different 
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tissues, this will allow us to elucidate whether the three SRS are essential for the fly and what 

kind of effect, damage and phenotype can be observed with its silencing.  

  

 

1.7 Experiment Strategy 
 

Three lines of transgenic flies under the control of the UAS sequence were created, in order to 

knock down the mRNA for the three putative Drosophila melanogaster SRS. This was done 

using the RNAi mechanism and the well established USA/GAL4 system in Drosophila.  

The generation of dsRNA in D. melanogaster cells is done by the construction of a vector for 

each srs gene, where a fragment of the mRNA to be silenced is cloned in an inverted repeat 

manner (IR). The vectors are then injected individually into Drosophila embryos, generating 

transformant flies. These flies have in their genome an UAS dependent fragment of a srs gene 

which means the cell can only produce dsRNA in the presence of the transcriptional activator, 

GAL4.  

In order to increase the effect of the RNAi machinery in the experiments, the insertion of the 

UAS dependent dicer-2 transgene (Dcr-2) into the fly genome was also performed.  

The transgenic flies will be crossed with different “driver” fly lines that can express the GAL4 

activator under the control of different promoters (Bloomington stock centre). 

The GAL4-UAS binding will switch on the transcription of the IR constructs, generating dsRNA 

which will enter the RNAi pathway causing the suppression of the correspondent mRNA only in 

the pattern of interest. 
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II- Materials & methods 

 

2.1 Cloning  
 

Knowing the complete sequences of the genes that code for m1, m2 and c-SRS, for 

each one of them, fragments with a size between 500 to 700 bp of cDNA were cloned into the 

vector pWIZ (or white intron zipper), under the control of an UAS sequence. The vector pWIZ 

also contained a reporter gene, white w
+, which allows the selection of the transgenic flies (the 

marker is colored eyes).   

 

The fragments of interest were cloned twice into the pWIZ in opposite orientations, obtaining 

what is called an inverted repeat (IR) construct separated by a function intron. The protocol 

used is described in Lee et al, 2003. 

The resulted RNA produced by the transgene (TR) is predicted to form loopless hairpin RNA 

following splicing. 

 

The recombinant vectors constructed were injected, together with a ∆ 2-3 helper plasmid, which 

contains the transposase coding sequence, into Drosophila w1118 developing embryos and 

transformant flies were generated by standard P element transformation. 

To introduce the concept of P-elements, it important to mention that the process by which a 

gene moves from one place to another in the genome is called transposition. Not all genes are 

capable of transposition and they are linked with the presence of genetic elements called 

transposable elements.  

Natural transposable elements have two important features: they carry a gene encoding for the 

enzyme transposase which catalyzes the transposition reaction, and have short inverted 

terminal reapeats at the end of their DNA.   

The P family of transposable elements in Drosophila is regulated by a complex mechanism. The 

basic process, also called differential splicing, restricts expression and transposition of the 

transposase to the germline, which are the cells that can produce the gametes. In the germline 

three introns are spliced leading to the production of the transposase mRNA, whereas in 

somatic cells one of the three introns is not removed due to the presence of a stop codon within 

this intron. 

 

When the P-element DNA is injected into the developing embryo, it inserts randomly into 

genomic DNA with the help of the ∆ 2-3 helper plasmid and the germline cells are transformed 

so that a stable, transmissible transformant is created (Simmons et al. 2001). 

 

 As P-elements are transposable pieces of DNA that randomly insert themselves into genomic 

DNA, this technique allows the insertion of the transgene randomly in the genome of germline 

cells making it transmissible (www.hhmi.swmed.edu). 
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The adult resulting flies from the injected embryos were then crossed with the same type of 

w1118 flies in order to obtain the transgene to the somatic cells. From the progeny of this cross, 

the ones carrying the gene of interest can be easily selected because are those expressing the 

reporter gene, in this case white+ (colored eyes). In the rest of the experiments, transgenic flies, 

due to having linked to the construct the reporter gene white+, always have red eyes. 

 

In this work, all crosses were done with virgin females, since using non-virgin females results in 

progeny that does not have expected genotypes or phenotypes predicted by simple Mandellian 

genetics. 

In general, in each cross, three virgin females were joined with one male.  

All experimental crosses were kept at 25ºC and humidity 60%. 

 

 

2.2 Drosophila melanogaster stocks 
 

2.2.1 Drivers 

 

As mentioned before in chapter I the GAL4/UAS method allows the selective expression of any 

cloned gene in a wide variety of cell- and tissue-specific patterns in Drosophila. The expression 

of the IR transgenes is driven according to the promoter or enhancer of a certain Drosophila 

protein that is chosen.  

In this project there where used two types of drivers: ubiquitous and tissue specific. Next is the 

list of GAL4 lines used to drive the expression of the UAS constructs. 

 

 

2.2.1.1 Ubiquitous and constitutive driver 

 

Actin-GAL4 driver (Act-GAL4) 

Line: +/+; Act-GAL4/TM6B 

Gift from: Chromatin structure and function Laboratory (IBMB-CSIC) (Dr. Ferran Azorín) 

 

Actin is one of the most abundant protein in eukaryotic cells. Thus, actin participates in many 

important cellular functions, including muscle contraction, cell motility, cell division and 

cytokinesis, vesicle and organelle movement, cell signaling, and the establishment and 

maintenance of cell junctions and cell shape.  

Using its promoter to drive GAL4 and UAS dependent construct, it will be expressed in all cells 

and starting at a very early embryo stage.  
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2.2.1.2 Eye-specific drivers 

 

Eyeless-GAL4 driver (ey-GAL4) 

Line: ey-GAL4/Cy; +/+ 

Gift from: Development and Growth Control Laboratory (IRB) (Dr. Marco Milán) 

 

The eyeless (ey) gene is essential for compound eye development .In Drosophila embryos, it is 

expressed in the eye disc primordial and in the central nervous system. In third instar larvae, ey 

expression is visible in the optic lobes of the brain, in several spots of the ventral ganglion, and 

in the eye imaginal discs, where it is restricted to the undifferentiated cells anterior to the 

morphogenetic furrow (Quiring et al. 1994 and flybase).      

 

Sevenless-GAL4 driver (sev-GAL4)    

Line: sevGAL4/sevGAL4; +/+ 

Gift from: Development and morphogenesis in Drosophila Laboratory (IBMB-CSIC) (Dr. Jordi 

Casanova) 

 

Sevenless is a protein that is expressed when the morphogenetic furrow starts to form the 

photoreceptor cell R7, being expressed from third instar larva to adult (Lee et al, 2001). 

 

Glass multiple Reporter (GMR-GAL4) 

Line: GMR-GAL4/Cy; +/+  

Gift from: Development and Growth Control Laboratory (IRB) (Dr. Marco Milán) 

 

The synthetic promoter element Glass multiple reporter (GMR) is expressed in the eye imaginal 

disc posterior to the morphogenetic furrow, where only cells in the second mitotic wave undergo 

one synchronized cell division. The glass (gl) gene is required to all photoreceptors for proper 

differentiation in the Drosophila eye. Therefore, UAS transgenes driven by Glass-activated 

GMR-GAL4 are expressed predominantly in postmitotic cells (O'Neill et al. 1995). 

 

 

2.2.1.3 Wing-specific drivers 

 

Nubbin-GAL4 driver (nub-GAL4) 

Line: (nub-Gal4; USA-Dcr-2)/(Cy;TM6B) 

Gift from: Development and morphogenesis in Drosophila Laboratory (IBMB-CSIC) (Dr. Jordi 

Casanova) 
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nub, a gene encoding a putative transcription factor, named pdm-1 which is expressed in a 

dynamic segmental pattern during embryonic development and is also expressed in the 

peripheral and central nervous systems. nub gene is also important for correct proximal-distal 

specification of the growing wing imaginal disc (Cifuentes and García-Bellido 1997). 

 

MS1096-GAL4 driver  

Line: MS1096/ MS1096; +/+; +/+ 

Gift from: Development and morphogenesis in Drosophila Laboratory (IBMB-CSIC) (Dr. Jordi 

Casanova) 

 

MS1096 directs GAL4 expression in part of the dorsal wing pouch (Capdevila and Guerrero, 

1994) and is also expressed in the ventral wing pouch, as well as in the dorsal hinge, although 

in lower levels (Neumann and Cohen 1996). 

 

 

2.2.2 Dicer strains 

 

Lines:   

Dcr-2 in II chromosome +/+; UAS-Dcr-2/UAS-Dcr-2 

Dcr-2 in III chromosome Sp/Cy; Dcr-2/TM6B, 

Gift from: Development and morphogenesis in Drosophila Laboratory (IBMB-CSIC) (Dr. Jordi 

Casanova) 

 

In flies, the siRNA are produced by the enzyme dicer-2 (Dcr-2), as it is able to digest large 

dsRNA. This enzyme also acts loading one of the two siRNA strands into the RISC complex. 

Thus, an overexpression of Dcr-2 (Dcr-2OE) in the cells where the RNAi is switched on is 

expected to increase its effect. (Lee et al, 2004).  For these reason, Dcr-2 construct was 

inserted and balanced in the IR transgenic flies, before crossed with the driver strains.  

The construction of the dicer strains, with insertion of Dcr-2 in chromosome II and III of the 

transgenic flies are shown in Annex section C.  From the homozygous and heterozygous mix of 

the progeny, the following balanced flies are the selected for crosses with the different drivers. 

 

Table 2.1 – Final construction obtained for the transgenic flies that were used in crossed with diver lines. 
 

SRS-Dcr-2OE individuals 

IR transgene in chromosome II 
(m1-SRS and c-SRS) 

UAS-Dcr-2/Cy; UAS-TR /TM3 

IR transgene in chromosome III 
(m2-SRS) UAS-TR/Cy; UAS-Dcr-2/TM3 
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2.2.3 Other Drosophila strains 

 

Green Fluorescent Protein (UAS-GFP) 

Line: UAS-GFP/UAS-GFP; +/+ 

Gift from: Development and morphogenesis in Drosophila Laboratory (IBMB-CSIC) (Dr Jordi 

Casanova) 

 

GFP is a protein produced by some jellyfish Aequorea which fluoresces in the green portion of 

the spectrum.  

GFP is an excellent reporter, the expression pattern of which can be visualized noninvasively in 

vivo. For this reason, GFP it is often used to mark proteins, cells, and organisms in a wide range 

of prokaryotic and eukaryotic species. It is used as a UAS dependent reporter gene through the 

UAS/GAL4 method. 

In this work the UAS-GFP line was used to test the level of expression of a desired driver.   

A cross between three virgin females from the line of the driver being tested and one male from 

the UAS-GFP line was performed (annex D). From the progeny of this cross, larvae in third 

instar were selected and the expression in the imaginal discs was viewed as described in the 

section 2.10. 

 

Balancer strain 

Line: If/Cy; Ly/TM3 

Gift from: Chromatin structure and function Laboratory (IBMB-CSIC) (Dr. Ferran Azorín) 

 

The balancer strain was used to balance the transgenic flies and determine the chromosomal 

locations of the transgene insertion (Annex section A).  

 
White eyed flies (w1118) 

Line: w1118 

Gift from: Chromatin structure and function Laboratory (IBMB-CSIC) (Dr. Ferran Azorín) 

 

Embryos from this strain were microinjected with the transformation plasmid. 

 

 
2.2.4 Table of the balancers and markers used  
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Table 2.2 – Resume of the location in the Drosophila genome and phenotype for the balancers and 
markers used in this work. 
 

Chromosome Balancer Marker Phenotype 

2 

CyO Cy  Curly wings 

SM5 Cy  Curly wings 

 If Irregular face 

3 

TM3 
Sb = Stubble  Stubble (short bristles) 

Tb = Tubby Shorter and tubby larvae 
and pupa 

TM6B Hu = Humeal Humeral bristles 

 Ly = Lyra 
Lateral margins of wings 
excised 

 

 

2.3 Activation of UAS/GAL4 system leads to RNAi  
 

Having the different fly lines of drivers to cross with the transgenic SRS-Dcr-2 flies, in the 

obtained progeny the activation of the UAS/GAL4 system will take place and this action will 

switch on the RNAi mechanism.  

 

 

2.3.1 The USA/GAL4 system 

 

The UAS/GAL4 system consists on the expression of a transcriptional activator in a wide variety 

of tissue- and cell-specific patterns that triggers the selective transcription of a cloned gene. 

In this system the promoter or enhancer drives the expression of the Saccharomyces cerevisiae 

yeast transcriptional activator GAL4. The GAL4 protein is an 881-amino acid transcriptional 

activator of the gal and mal1 genes in S.cerevisiae. The mechanism by which GAL4 activates 

transcription also works in Drosophila, mammalian cells and plants, if GAL4 DNA-biding sites 

are present in the appropriate reporter genes (Pthelps and Brand 1998). 

To use the UAS/GAL4 in Drosophila, the gal4 gene is fused to a promoter which, depending on 

the particular enhancer that acts on it, will direct GAL4 expression in a particular tissue- or cell-

specific pattern.   

The method includes the construction of two transgenic lines of flies that separate the target 

gene from its transcriptional activator. 

In one line the gal4 gene is placed near the desired promoter or enhancer to drive GAL4 

expression. As a result, this line will have the activator protein with a tissue- or cell-specific 

expression, but the absence of a target gene. Thus, a library of different activator-expressing 
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lines can be built up and each line can direct new target genes to be expressed in numerous 

distinct patterns. Each GAL4 fly line is called driver. 

The second line contains a gal4-dependent target gene, constructed by subcloning the desired 

sequence after the five optimized GAL4 biding sites, also referred to as the UAS (upstream 

activation sequence). The UAS element is analogous to an eukaryotic enhancer element and is 

essential for the transcriptional activation of GAL4-regulated genes.  

It is only when the two lines are crossed that the transcription of the target gene is turned on in 

the resulting progeny (Figure 2.1), allowing the study of the phenotypic consequences (Brand 

and Perrimon 1993). 

 

 
Figure 2.1 - The UAS/GAL4 system. (Adapted from Phelps and Brand 1998) 

 

 

2.3.2 The RNAi mechanism 

 

The RNAi pathway is initiated by an enzyme called dicer. It has been demonstrated that this 

multidomain ribonuclease III (RNase III) enzyme converts dsRNA into the intracellular signalling 

molecules, small interfering RNAs (siRNAs). (Figure 2.2) 

The term small RNAs, includes 21-27-nt-long molecules like small interfering RNAs (siRNAs), 

repeat-associated small interfering RNAs (rasiRNAs), and micro RNAs (miRNAs). 

siRNAs and miRNA both are small RNA guides that repress the expression of target genes, 

differing one from the other in their biogenesis. Exogenous dsRNA, coming from an infection by 

a virus or from laboratory manipulations, is imported directly to the cytoplasm and cleaved by 

the dicer enzyme to siRNAs.  
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Endogenous cellular miRNA are derived from long primary RNAs (pri-miRNAs) transcribed by 

RNA polymerase II. pri-miRNA is cleaved in the nucleus by Drosha, a nuclear endonuclease, 

and then exported to the cytoplasm where it is cleaved by the dicer enzyme to miRNAs. 

 

The next step in pathway is the incorporation of one of the two strands of each fragment of 

sRNA, the antisense strand also known as the guide strand, into the RNA-induced silencing 

complex (RISC). This complex RISC is a multiple turnover enzyme and it is directed to cut 

target RNAs. This cleavage this thought to be catalyzed by an argonaute protein (Tomari and 

Zamore 2008). 

 

 

 
 

Figure 2.2 - Scheme for the RANi machinery. (Adapted from http://www.abcam.com/cms/displayImage) 
 
A final remark on the RNAi mechanism is the fact that its effect can be increased by the 

overexpression of the enzyme dicer as well as with the increase of temperature. This happens 

due to the fact that the production of GAL4 is higher at a higher temperature, thus, more dsRNA 

will be formed which will cause an increase in the knock down of the gene transcript. 

 

 

2.4 Balancing the transgenic flies 
 

Balancer chromosomes are a tool that is used in genetic crosses, due to the presence of 

multiple inversions within the same chromosome they prevent homologous recombination. 

Drosophila has various balancers for the X, II and III chromosomes. In IV chromosome, due to 

the fact of being small, homologous recombination generally does not occur. 
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In this work the balancing was done by crossing all the adult transgenic flies obtained with the 

balancer strain If/Cy; Ly/TM3 (vide Annex A). The insertions of transgene were done in the X, II 

or III chromosomes, but the balancing was performed in both II and III chromosomes. The 

balancer used will insert Cy in the II chromosome, and TM3 in the III chromosome. Balancing 

the transgenic flies will block the recombination and avoiding the loss of the IR transgene.  

Having balanced all the insertions, stocks are created and the population for each IR insertion is 

expanded.  

 

It is important to mention that from all the drivers used, nub-GAL4 is the only one that had a 

double translocation. In this case it was between the SM5 and TM6B balancers, T(2;3)SM5-

TM6B, and this allows having a simultaneous balancer for chromosomes II and III, because part 

of SM5 is linked to part of the TM6B and the remainders are also linked together. This feature 

reduces the variability of the progeny as the flies that survive are the ones that have all the 

pieces present in the same gamete, to have a complete genome (Greenspan 2004).  

As mentioned in table 2.2 the markers associated with the balancers SM5 and TM6B are Cy 

and Hu thus these phenotypes will always appear together.  

 

 

2.5 Mapping the transgenic flies 
 

As said before, injections according to P-elements methods result in a randomly insertion of the 

transgene into the genomic DNA of the fly, it is essential to map in which chromosome the 

insertion took place. 

Taking advantage of the balancing process, the mapping is done by crossing all the adult 

transgenic flies (white
+), balanced in the chromosome II and III (Cy; TM3), with w1118 (vide 

Annex section A) 

 

 

2.6 Maintaining a stock 
 

Created stocks (Annex section B) were maintained at 18ºC or at 25ºC, both with a humidity of 

60%, depending on the needs of flies for the experiments. Since the life cycle is shorter at 25ºC, 

stocks that used frequently or those from which it was needed to collect virgins were kept at 

25ºC and transferred to a fresh vial at least once a week. Stocks at 18ºC were transferred every 

two weeks. 

In all tubes, the fly food was ensured that it was moist all times, because dry food will inhibit 

larval growth. 
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2.7 Visualizing flies 
 

Flies were visualized while breathing CO2 trough the stereomicroscope Nikon SMZ 645. 

 

2.8 Pictures of flies 
 

In order to take pictures of the flies, they were frozen for 30 minutes at -20ºC. The 

Stereomicroscope Leica MZ 16F with the DFC 300FX camera attached was used with 

amplitude between 25X-32X to take pictures of the whole fly and between 40X-50X for details. 

Pictures were saved using the software Adobe Photoshop. 

 

2.9 Pictures of wings 
 

Selected flies were put in SH medium (Annex section F) for at least 24 hours. The wings were 

dissected in water and mounted in Faurè medium (Annex section F) over a microscope slide. A 

small weight is put over the cover glass for 24 hours. Pictures were taken optical microscope 

Nikon Elipse E600 and saved with ACT software. 

 

2.10 Confocal flurescent images   
 

The three different eye-specific GAL4 drivers were crossed with an UAS-GFP line (Annex 

section D). Selecting third instar larva from the progeny of each cross, it was possible to confirm 

if the drivers were functioning as expected and compare the strength of expression between 

them.  

Immunostaining protocol was used in order to intensify the GFP signal.  

 

Immunostaining of imaginal discs 

 

Discs were dissected in PBS and fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde for 20 minutes at room 

temperature. They were subsequently washed in PBS, blocked in blocking buffer (PBS, 0.3% 

Triton, 1% BSA), and incubated overnight with the primary antibody (rabbit anti-GFP, "Molecular 

Probes, Invotrogen") diluted in blocking buffer at 4°C. Washes were performed in blocking 

buffer, and the appropriate fluorescent secondary antibody was added for one hour at room 

temperature. Following further washes in blocking buffer, the discs were mounted in Vectashield 

and images were taken in a Leica SP2 confocal and subsequently processed using Adobe 

Photoshop. 
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III - Results 

3.1 Constructing the transgenic flies 
 

The first step in this work was to clone a fragment of the m1, m2 and c-SRS genes, 

each one into a pWIZ vector in an inverted repeat (IR) manner, and inject them into Drosophila 

melanogaster w1118 embryos.   

The next table shows, for each SRS, the number of embryos that were injected, the number of 

adult flies that grew from them and that were crossed with w1118 flies, and finally the number of 

transgenic flies obtained from those crosses. It is clear that the efficiency of the system is low, 

as the resulting number of transgenic flies is small. 

 

 
Table 3.1 – Number of flies injected embryos, adult flies obtained that were crossed with w1118 flies. Also in 
the table, for this cross, number of transgenic flies resulted from the progeny. 
 

IR 
transgene 

injected 
embryos 

adult flies = crosses 
with w1118 flies 

progeny from all 
crosses: 

transgenic flies 
c-SRS 240 153 24 
m1-SRS 213 109 33 
m2-SRS 120 74 14 

 

 

 

As said before in chapter II, the obtained transgenic flies were crossed with w1118 flies, and from 

the progeny, the ones carrying the gene of interest in all cells were selected through the 

reporter gene, which expresses as colored eye flies. 

The next step was to balance and identify the chromosome in which the insertion took place, a 

process also called mapping (Annex section A). 

The location of the transgene could take place in an essential location of the fly genome, 

leading to the disruption of an essential gene or essential regulatory DNA and in that case, in 

future generations, the stock will tend to a heterozygous population in order to maintain always 

intact one copy of this essential gene or regulatory DNA. The flies with two copies of the SRS 

insertion in their genome will lose the essential and original fragment and result as non viable 

flies. 

If the insertion happens in a non essential site of the genome, the transgene will not be 

disrupting the transcription of an essential gene or the proper functioning of regulatory 

sequences, and having two copies of it will not be lethal for the fly. In this case the stock will 

evolve to a heterozygous and homozygous mix.  

The next table shows the obtained stocks. 
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Table 3.2 – Obtained stocks for each SRS. 
 

SRS stock chromosome type 

c-SRS 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

1 III HO LETHAL 

2 III HO LETHAL 

3 III HO NOT LETHAL 

4  II HO NOT LETHAL 

5 Not identified HO NOT LETHAL 

6 Not identified HO NOT LETHAL 

7 Not identified HO LETHAL 

8 X - 

9 X - 

10 II HO NOT LETHAL 

m1-SRS 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

1 II HO NOT LETHAL 

2 X - 

3 II HO LETHAL 

4 III HO NOT LETHAL 

5 III HO LETHAL 

6 II HO LETHAL 

7 X - 

8 X - 

9 III HO LETHAL 

10 II HO NOT LETHAL 

11 II HO NOT LETHAL 

12 III HO NOT LETHAL 

13 II HO NOT LETHAL 

m2-SRS 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

1 II HO NOT LETHAL 

2 III HO LETHAL 

3 X - 

4 III HO NOT LETHAL 

5 III HO NOT LETHAL 

6 III HO NOT LETHAL 

7 III HO NOT LETHAL 

8 III HO NOT LETHAL 
 

 

In some cases, it was not possible to localize the insertion of the transgene due to the fact that 

the obtained progeny did not match any of the theoretically expected possibilities shown in 

Annex section A.  

Having the stocks mapped, for each SRS, some of the stocks that were balanced and not lethal 

in homozygosis, were crossed with the fly line UAS dependent Dcr-2 in order to have transgenic 

flies that can over express the enzyme dicer, increasing the effect of the RNAi, when switch on 

(Annex section C). 
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3.2 Performing RNAi in the transgenic flies  
 

As mentioned before, the constructed transgenic flies have UAS-dependent expression of both 

the SRS IR fragments and Dcr-2 (Table 2.1). 

The next steps were study of the RNAi machinery in the eye and wing tissue, and in an 

ubiquitous manner, making use of different drivers.  

 

 

3.2.1 Constituve and ubiquitous driver 

 

The driver Act-GAL4 was used for constitutive and ubiquitous expression of dsRNAi-mediated 

m1, m2 and c-SRS. If the system is working, the IR transgene is driven by GAL4 which is 

expressed in all cells of the flies, following the pattern of the protein actin. As the transgene is 

produced, the RNAi machinery is switched on forming dsRNA that will knock down the 

correspondent SRS mRNA.  

 

If the SRS tested is essential, or in other words, has a unique function in the organism, the flies 

that have the RNAi switched on are expected not to be viable, since translation is affected in all 

cells.  

For this experiment, two lines of UAS-SRS-Dcr-2 individuals for each construct were crossed 

with the driver Act-GAL4. According to Mendel’s laws, the excepted progeny is resumed in 

tables 3.3 and 3.4.  

 

Table 3.3 - Expected progeny for the cross between a fly with the insertion of the transgene on the 
chromosome II balanced by Cy and the insertion of Dcr-2OE on the chromosome III balanced by TM3, and 
a fly with the driver Act-GAL4 on the chromosome III – cross used for the transgenes m1-SRS and c-SRS. 

 
Cross 1 ♂  UAS-TR/Cy; UAS-Dcr-2/TM3  ×  ♀  +/+; Act-GAL4/TM6B 

UAS-TR/+; UAS-Dcr-2/Act-GAL4  

Transgenic flies  
IR tansgene and Dcr-2 expression driven by 

Act5C-GAL4, in all cells 
RNAi on 

+/Cy; UAS-Dcr-2/Act-GAL4  
Non-transgenic flies over expressing Drc-2 driven 

by Act-GAL4, in all cells 

UAS-TR/+; Act-GAL4/TM3 

Trangenic flies 
IR tansgene expression driven by Act-GAL4 in all 

cells 
RNAi on 

+/Cy; Act-GAL4/TM3 Non-transgenic flies expressing GAL4 in all cells 
(without target gene) 

UAS-TR/+; UAS-Dcr-2/TM6B Trangenic flies 

+/Cy; UAS-Dcr-2/TM6B Non-transgenic flies 

UAS-TR/+; TM3/TM6B Trangenic flies 
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+/Cy; TM3/TM6B Non-transgenic flies 

 

 

Table 3.4 - Expected progeny for the cross between a fly with the insertion of the transgene on the 
chromosome III balanced TM3  and the insertion of Dcr-2OE on the chromosome II balanced by Cy, and a 
fly with the driver Act-GAL4 on the chromosome III – cross used for the transgene m2-SRS. 
 

Cross 2 ♂  UAS-Dcr-2/CyO; UAS-TR/TM3  ×  ♀  +/+; Act-GAL4/TM6B 

UAS-Dcr-2/+; UAS-TR/Act-GAL4 
Transgenic flies  

Dcr-2 expression driven by Act-GAL4 in all cells 
RNAi on 

UAS-Dcr-2/+; Act-GAL4/TM3 Non-transgenic flies 

Cy/+ ; UAS-TR/Act-GAL4 

Transgenic flies 
IR tansgene expression driven by Act-GAL4 in all 

cells 
RNAi on 

Cy/+; Act-GAL4/ TM3 Non-transgenic flies expressing GAL4 in all cells 
(without target gene) 

UAS-Dcr-2/+; UAS-TR/TM6B Trangenic flies 

UAS-Dcr-2/+; TM3/TM6B Non-transgenic flies 

Cy/+; UAS-TR/TM6B Trangenic flies 

Cy/+; TM3/TM6B Non-transgenic flies 

 

 

From these tables we learn that for both crosses the progeny has eight different phenotypes, 

theoretically all in the same proportions, which are the different combinations of the 3 

components involved in the system: the UAS-TR, the UAS-Dcr-2 and the Act-GAL4. 

Among this progeny, the flies can be transgenic or not. The transgenic flies were identified by 

the lack of the marker curly, if the insertion of SRS transgene was in the chromosome II (the 

case of cross 1), or by the lack of stubble marker if in the chromosome III (the case of cross 2).  

Flies carrying the insertion UAS-Drc-2OE, were identified by wild type wings (lack of the marker 

curly) if in the chromosome II (the case of cross 2) or by the presence of wild type bristles (lack 

of the marker stubble) if in the chromosome III (the case of cross 1). 

Flies carrying the gal4 gene were identified by the absence of the phenotype of the humeral 

marker (extra bristles on humeral patches). 

 

In the individuals that had the three insertions, the production of GAL4 is expected to turn on the 

transcription of the two GAL4-dependent target genes (UAS-SRS and UAS-Dcr-2), and the 

RNAi process will start in all cells.   

The presence of different combinations of the three components in the progeny represents an 

internal control, that is to say, if it is observed lethality only for the individuals that contain the 
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gal4 gene and have the UAS dependent SRS transgene as well as Dcr-2, it is proved that the 

RNAi machinery is working and the gene is being suppressed. In addiction to this, if all the other 

obtained progeny are viable individuals and share the same proportion, this fact proves that the 

presence of any other combinations of the three insertions does not affect the viability of the fly.   

 

SRS-Dcr-2OE males from the stocks 10 and 11 from m1-SRS and from stocks 4 and 10 from c-

SRS were crossed with driver Act-GAL4 virgin females. The progeny was phenotyped, and all 

the obtained phenotypes separated and counted. The average of the obtained result for the two 

stocks was done for the two SRS, and the results are shown in figures 3.1 and 3.2 (data in 

Annex section E). 

All the represented graphs, for the experiment with the Act-GAL4 driver, include only the 

percentage of the number of adult viable flies. 
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Figure 3.1 - Percentage of adult viability, obtained by the average of two independent experiments using 
two different stocks crossing c-SRS-Drc-2OE and Act-GAL4 driver. 
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Figure 3.2 - Percentage of adult viability, obtained by the average of two independent experiments using 
two different stocks crossing m1-SRS-Drc-2OE and Act-GAL4 driver. 
 

 

Analysing the results for the two SRSs knockdowns, it is clear that lethality occurs in all Act-

GAL4-driven SRS-Drc-2OE individuals. It is also possible to observe that the proportion of Act-

GAL4-driven m1SRS and Act-GAL4-Dcr-2-cSRS is considerable much lower that all the other 

six types of phenotypes.  

 

 The same procedure was taken with m2-SRS transgenic flies, but in this case the stocks used 

had the transgene inserted in the III chromosome. Therefore, stocks 4 and 7 from m2-SRS were 

crossed with the dicer strain and the transgene Drc-2 was inserted in the II chromosome of the 

progeny. These two lines were used for the crosses with Act-GAL4 (Table 3.4).The same 

screen was performed and the average of the results is the following: 
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Figure 3.3 - Percentage of adult viability, obtained by the average of two independent experiments using 
two different stocks crossing m2-SRS-Drc-2OE and Act-GAL4 driver. 
 

 

A similar pattern as the results for m1-SRS and c-SRS is observed in the case of m2-SRS: 

lethality occurs in all adult Act-Gal4 driven Dcr-2-m2SRS individuals, with the exception that the 

proportion of Act-GAL4-driven m2SRS is not significantly lower than all the other six types of 

progeny (Figure 3.3). 

 

It is important to mention that for all experiments, among all the progeny from the crosses 

between the transgenic flies and the Act-GAL4 driver, there were not found any dead pupas or 

any dead (new-born) flies. 

 

 

3.2.2 Tissue specific drivers 

 

The fact that all the ubiquitous Act-GAL4-driven SRS-Drc-2OE individuals were lethal for all 

SRS stocks means that the RNAi machinery was switched on and working and that the three 

SRS have important functions. However, since the adult flies are not viable, in order to study 

morphological and cellular effects due to the SRS knock down, another approach that allows 

adult viability need to be planed.  
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The next step taken was the use of tissue specific drivers to induce RNAi only in a certain group 

of cells. This allows the study of phenotypes and damage obtained by the gene knock down in 

the selected tissue.  

Eye and wing tissue drivers were chosen. For the eye, sev-GAL4, ey-GAL4 and the GMR-GAL4 

drivers were used and for the wing, the nub-GAL4 and the MS1096-GAL4. 

 

 

3.2.2.1 Eye tissue 

 

3.2.2.1.1 Control of eye-specific drivers expression 

 

Before starting with the experiments, the strength of expression of these three eye-specific 

drivers was analysed and compared by fluorescence. This was done using a UAS-GFP line of 

flies that were crossed with the eye-specific drivers (Annex section D). From the progeny, larvae 

were selected, the level of expression of the marked eye protein and was visualized in the eye 

imaginal discs by using a microscope of fluorescence. The resulting images are the following. 
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Table 3.5 – Pictures obtained for the expression of GFP for the three eye tissue specific drivers. 

 

Tested driver Result obtained for GFP expression in larva imaginal 
disc tissue 

ey-GAL4 

 

sev-GAL4 

 

GMR-GAL4 

 

 

 

In table 3.5 for ey- and sev-GAL4 drivers the two eye discs are shown and as for the driver 

GMR-GAL4 only one disc is shown. 
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Comparing the three drivers, it is clear that the ey-GAL4 is the one with the lowest expression 

and for this reason it was not used in further experiments. The sev-GAL4 and GMR-GAL4 seem 

to have similar strengths of expression, and were both used in the RNAi experiments. 

 

 

3.2.2.1.2 sev-GAL4 and GMR-GAL4   

 

In this experiment, the first driver used was the sev-GAL4, which was crossed with stocks m1-

SRS 1, m1-SRS 10, c-SRS 4 and c-SRS 10. All of these stocks had the SRS transgene 

inserted in the II chromosome. 

The expected progeny according to Mendel’s law from the cross between the transgenic flies 

and the driver GMR-GAL4 is shown in tables 3.6 and 3.7. 

 

Table 3.6- Expected progeny for the cross between a fly with the insertion of the transgene on the 
chromosome II balanced by Cy and the insertion of Dcr-2OE on the chromosome III balanced by TM3, and 
a fly with the driver sev-GAL4 on the chromosome III – cross used for the transgenes m1-SRS and c-SRS. 
 

Cross 3 ♂  UAS-TR/Cy; UAS-Dcr-2/TM3  ×  ♀  +/+; sev-GAL4/sev-GAL4 

UAS-TR/+; UAS-Dcr-2/sev-GAL4 

Transgenic flies 
Dcr-2 and IR transgene expression driven by sev-

GAL4 in eye disc tissue 
RNAi on 

UAS-TR/+; sev-GAL4/TM3 

Transgenic flies 
IR transgene expression driven by sev-GAL4 in 

eye disc tissue 
RNAi on 

+/Cy; UAS-Dcr-2/sev-GAL4 Non-transgenic flies 

+/Cy; sev-GAL4/TM3 Non-transgenic flies 

 

 

In all crosses, the progeny obtained contained all the four expected different phenotypes in 

similar proportions. Progeny flies carrying the UAS dependent SRS transgene construct and the 

sev-GAL4 insertion (without the UAS-Dcr-2) were identified by the presence of wild type wings 

and by the dominant marker Sb. The flies that had the UAS dependent SRS transgene 

construct and sev-GAL4 and UAS-Dcr-2 insertion were identified by both wild type wing and 

bristles. In these two types of transgenic flies, theoretically the UAS/GAL4 system would be 

switched on in the eye imaginal disc tissue. However, in all analysed progeny no damage was 

found in the eye or any other tissue of new born flies.  

 

In the case of the driver GMR-GAL4, stocks m1-SRS 1, c-SRS 4 and c-SRS 10 were tested.  

The expected progeny according to Mendel’s law from the cross between the transgenic flies 

and the driver GMR-GAL4 is shown in table 3.7. 

 

Table 3.7 - The progeny expected for the cross between a fly with the insertion of the transgene on the 
chromosome II balanced by Cy and the insertion of Dcr-2OE on the chromosome III balanced by TM3, and 
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a fly with the driver GMR-GAL4 on the chromosome III – cross used for the transgenes m1-SRS and c-
SRS. 

 

Cross 4 ♂  UAS-TR/Cy; UAS-Dcr-2/TM3  ×  ♀  GMR-GAL4/Cy; +/+ 

UAS-TR/Cy; UAS-Dcr-2/+ Trangenic flies 

UAS-TR/+; +/TM3 Trangenic flies 

UAS-TR/GMR-GAL4; UAS-Dcr-2/+ 

Transgenic flies 
Dcr-2 and IR transgene expression driven by 

GMR-GAL4 in eye disc tissue 
RNAi on 

UAS-TR/GMR-GAL4; +/TM3 

Transgenic flies 
IR transgene expression driven by GMR-GAL4 in 

eye disc tissue 
RNAi on 

GMR-GAL4/Cy; UAS-Dcr-2/+ Non-transgenic flies 

GMR-GAL4/Cy; +/TM3 Non-transgenic flies 

 

Again, in all crosses for the two SRS tested with the GMR-GAL4 driver, the six theoretically 

expected phenotypes were present in the obtained progeny and in similar proportions. 

In the same manner as with the sev-GAL4, no damage was observed in eye tissue or other 

body part of new born flies from cross 4. For this reason, another strategy was adopted and 

tested in the c-SRS 10 stock: adult flies that corresponded to the transgenic driven GAL4 

individuals (GMR-GAL4-Dcr-2OE-c-SRS and GMR-GAL4-c-SRS) were selected, kept at 25ºC 

and analysed every week.  

At the forth week, a damage affecting ommatidia organization was seen in some of these flies. 

The next pictures show the observed phenotype. 

 

 

       
 
Figure 3.4 - Result for 1month old GMR-GAL4-Dcr-2OE-c-SRS fly; A. GMR-GAL4-Dcr-2OE-c-SRS fly; B. 
GMR-GAL4-Dcr-2OE-c-SRS, zoom of the eye; C. normal red eye. 
 

 

3.2.2.2 Wing Tissue 

 

A B C 
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The tissue specific silencing m1-, m2- and c-SRS in the wing tissue was performed using the 

drivers nub-GAL4 and MS1096-GAL4. 

 

3.2.2.2.1 Nubbin-GAL4 
 

For this experiment the stocks m1-SRS 1, c-SRS 4 and 10, and also the stocks m2-SRS 4, 5 

and 7 were used and crossed with the driver strain nub-GAL4, which also contains the UAS-

Dcr-2 insert in the III chromosome. The stocks for m1-SRS and c-SRS had the IR transgene in 

the II chromosome while the stocks for m2-SRS had the location of the transgene in the III 

chromosome. 

For both cases the crosses and the expected progeny is shown in the next tables.  

 

Table 3.8 - Expected progeny for the cross between a fly with the insertion of the transgene on the 
chromosome II balanced by Cy and the insertion of Dcr-2OE on the chromosome III balanced by TM3, and 
a fly with the driver nub-GAL4 on the chromosome III – cross used for the transgenes m1-SRS and c-SRS. 
 

Cross 5 ♂  +/+; UAS-TR/UAS-TR   × ♀  (nub-GAL4;UAS-Dcr-2)/ (Cy/TM6B) 

 (+; UAS-TR/ nub-GAL4; UAS-Dcr-2) 

Transgenic flies 
Dcr-2 and IR transgene expression 

driven by nub-GAL4 in wing disc tissue 
RNAi on 

(+; UAS-TR/ Cy; TM6B)  Trangenic flies 

 

 

Table 3.9 - Expected progeny for the cross between a fly with the insertion of the insertion of Dcr-2OE on 
the chromosome II balanced by Cy and the transgene on the chromosome III balanced by TM3, and a fly 
with the driver nub-GAL4 on the chromosome III – cross used for the transgenes m2-SRS. 
 

 

 

Considering the double balancer present in the nub-GAL4 driver, the progeny from the cross 

with the transgenic flies will have only two phenotypes. As it is seen in the tables 3.8 and 3.9 all 

obtained flies are transgenic, but in theory, only 50% of them should contain the UAS-Dcr-2 and 

nub-GAL4 insertions.  

The transgenic flies that did not contain the UAS-Dcr-2 and nub-GAL4 insertions were identified 

by presence of humeral hair and curly wings. The nub-GAL4-Dcr-2OE-SRS flies should 

theoretically be identified by wild type hair and wings. However, because this nub-GAL4 drives 

the expression of the dsRNAi in wing tissue, damage in this tissue is expected, allowing only the 

use of humeral hair as a marker to separate the two types of progeny.  

Cross 6 ♂  UAS-TR/UAS-TR; +/+  × ♀  (nub-GAL4;UAS-Dcr-2)/ (Cy/TM6B) 

(nub-GAL4;UAS-Dcr-2/ UAS-TR; +)  

Transgenic flies 
Dcr-2 and IR transgene expression 

driven by nub-GAL4 in wing disc tissue 
RNAi on 

(UAS-TR ;+/ Cy;TM6B) Trangenic flies 
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For each tested stock there was a cross maintained at 25ºC and another at 29ºC. This was 

done to test if the increase of temperature would cause an increase in the effect of the RNAi 

machinery. 

 

The next two graphics show the result of the average of the resulting progeny from the crosses 

for the stocks m1- and c-SRS (data in Annex section F).  
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Figure 3.5 - Percentage of viable adult flies obtained from the cross between c-SRS transgenic flies and 
nub-GAL4 – UAS-Dcr-2 driver. 
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Figure 3.6 - Percentage of viable adult flies obtained from the cross between m1-SRS transgenic flies and 
nub-GAL4 – UAS-Dcr-2 driver. 
 

 

Unexpectedly, observing the figure 3.5 it is noticeable that the percentage of nub-GAL4-Dcr-

2OE-c-SRS individuals born is extremely low, either for those that have affected wings, or for 
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those that do not, at both tested temperatures. Furthermore, the percentage of flies that do not 

have the nub-GAL4 insertion (humeral flies) is very similar for both temperatures. 

This was not the case for the resulting progeny for the m1-SRS stock, here proportions were the 

expected for this experiment. The figure 3.6 shows that the obtained adult flies with affected  

wings is around 20% at 25ºC and increases almost double at 29ºC. Notice that the percentage 

of humeral flies is maintained stable in both temperatures (close to 45%).   

The following images show some examples of the damage observed in the wing tissue. 

 

 

    
 

     
 

Figure 3.7 - Example of some of the observed damage in nub-GAL4-Dcr-2OE-m1-SRS wings. A. nub-
GAL4-Dcr-2OE-m1-SRS flies from stock 11 at 25ºC; B and C. nub-GAL4-Dcr-2OE-m1-SRS fly from stock 
11 at 29ºC; D. nub-GAL4-Dcr-2OE-m1-SRS fly from stock 1 at 29ºC; E. nub-GAL4-Dcr-2OE-m1-SRS fly 
from stock 1 at 25ºC; F. w1118 with wild type wing.    
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Figure 3.8 - Example of some of the observed damage in nub-GAL4-Dcr-2OE-c-SRS wings. A and B. nub-
GAL4-Dcr-2OE-c-SRS flies from stock 10 at 25ºC; C. nub-GAL4-Dcr-2OE-c-SRS fly from stock 10 at 29ºC; 
D. w1118 with wild type wing. 
 

Figures 3.7 and 3.8 show that the morphologic effects observed includes for example non-

expanded wings (Figure 3.7 D), curly wings (Figure 3.8 A) and incomplete or broken wing tips 

(Figure 3.7 A). In addition, in the mounted wings shown in figure 3.9 it is possible to observe the 

difference in more detail, between a wild type wing and one of the few damaged as well as non-

expanded wing from a nub-GAL4-Dcr-2OE-c-SRS 10 fly. 

 

   
 
Figure 3.9 - Pictures of mounted wings; A. Mounted nub-GAL4-Dcr-2OE-c-SRS 10 wing; B. Mounted wild 
type wing. 
 

 

For the stocks m2-SRS 4, 5 and 7 that had the IR transgene inserted in the III chromosome 

where crossed with the nub-GAL4 at both 25ºC and 29ºC and the results are represented in the 

following graphics. 

 

D 
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Figure 3.10 - Percentage of viable adult flies obtained from the cross between m2-SRS 4 transgenic flies 
and nub-GAL4 – UAS-Dcr-2 driver. 
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Figure 3.11 - Percentage of viable adult flies obtained from the cross between m2-SRS 5 transgenic flies 
and nub-GAL4 – UAS-Dcr-2 driver. 
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Figure 3.12 - Percentage of viable adult flies obtained from the cross between m2-SRS 7 transgenic flies 
and nub-GAL4 – UAS-Dcr-2 driver. 
 

Concerning these three graphics, firstly even though they do not share the same pattern, it is 

important to notice that all of them show an increase on the number of adult flies with affected 

wings when the experiment is done at a higher temperature. Observing the m2-SRS 4 and 7 

stocks, the percentage of nub-GAL4-Dcr-2OE-m2-SRS individuals that do not show any kind of 

damage, decreases with the raise of temperature, while the percentage of humeral flies does 

not suffer significant changes with the change of temperature.  

The result for the m2-SRS 5 stock shows an increase of the number of nub-GAL4-Dcr-2OE-m2-

SRS individuals with no damage in the wing from 25ºC to 29º. For this stock it is also seen that 

the number of humeral flies decreased with the temperature.  

 

     
 

Figure 3.13 – Some of the damage seen in nub-Gal4-Dcr-2OE-m2-SRS 4 individuals obtained from a 
cross at 25ºC (A and B). C. w1118 wild type fly. 
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Figure 3.14 - Example of some of the observed damage in nub-GAL4-Dcr-2OE-m2-SRS wings. A. nub-
GAL4-Dcr-2OE-m2-SRS flies from stock 5 at 25ºC; B, C and D. nub-GAL4-Dcr-2OE-m2-SRS fly from 
stock 5 at 29ºC; F. w1118 with wild type wing.    
 

 

3.2.2.2.2 MS1096-GAL4 

 

Table 3.10 and 3.11 show the theoretically expected progeny for the cross between the 

MS10996-GAL4 driver and the transgenic flies. Only stocks m1-SRS 11, c-SRS 10 and m2-SRS 

5 were tested with this driver. 

 

Table 3.10 - Expected progeny for the cross between a fly with the insertion of the transgene on the 
chromosome II balanced by Cy and the insertion of Dcr-2OE on the chromosome III balanced by TM3, and 
a fly with the driver MS1096-GAL4 on the chromosome X – cross used for the transgenes m1-SRS and c-
SRS. 
 

Cross 7 ♂ w/-; UAS-TR/Cy; UAS-Dcr-2/TM3  × ♀ MS1096-GAL4/MS1096-GAL4; +/+; +/+ 

MS1096-GAL4/w or - ; UAS-TR/+; UAS-Dcr-2/+ 

Transgenic flies 
Dcr-2 and IR transgene expression 

driven by MS1096-GAL4 in wing disc 
tissue 

RNAi on 

MS1096-GAL4/w or - ; UAS-TR/+; +/TM3 

Transgenic flies 
IR transgene expression driven by 
MS1096-GAL4 in wing disc tissue 

RNAi on 

MS1096-GAL4/w or - ; Cy/+; UAS-Dcr-2/+ Non-transgenic flies 

MS1096-GAL4/w or - ; Cy/+;TM3/+ Non-transgenic flies 
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F 
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Table 3.11 - Expected progeny for the cross between a fly with the insertion of the insertion of Dcr-2OE on 
the chromosome II balanced by Cy and the transgene on the chromosome III balanced by TM3, and a fly 
with the driver MS1096-GAL4 on the chromosome X – cross used for the transgenes m1-SRS and c-SRS. 
 

Cross 8 ♂ w/-; UAS-Dcr-2/Cy; UAS-TR/TM3  × ♀ MS1096-GAL4/ MS1096-GAL4; +/+; +/+ 

MS1096-GAL4/w or - ; UAS-Dcr-2/+; UAS-TR/+ 

Transgenic flies 
Dcr-2 and IR transgene expression 

driven by MS1096-GAL4 in wing disc 
tissue 

RNAi on 

MS1096-GAL4/w or - ; UAS-Dcr-2/+; +/TM3 Non-transgenic flies 

MS1096-GAL4/w or - ; Cy/+; UAS-TR/+ 

Transgenic flies 
IR transgene expression driven by 
MS1096-GAL4 in wing disc tissue 

RNAi on 

MS1096-GAL4/w or - ; Cy/+;TM3/+ Non-transgenic flies 

 

As it is shown in the table 3.10, in the case of this driver since the construct MS1096-GAL4 is 

inserted in the X chromosome, all the progeny from Cross 7 will carry it in heterozygosis. Also, 

half of the progeny will be transgenic, with driven expression of the transgene by the MS1096-

GAL4 in wing tissue.  

 

This cross was constructed based on the initial idea that it would be possible to distinguish 

among the progeny, the transgenic flies from the non transgenic selecting the flies with curly 

wings. After this separation, we expected to analyse the phenotype(s) of the non curly flies, 

since this ones would be the group that has the IR transgene and the MS1096-GAL4 insertions. 

Thus, for these flies, it would be expected that they had the RNAi system switched on. 

 

Observing the progeny from the cross, a “curly – like” phenotype was found. This fact made the 

expected separation of non-curly from curly flies impossible, as some flies showed a clearly 

different phenotype from the one given by the Cy marker, but others showed a very dubious 

phenotype not allowing to identify if it the wings were curly because the fly was transgenic and 

the RNAi was working, or if the flies simply possessed the Cy marker and were non transgenic. 

Figure 3.13 shows some examples of the type of “curly – like” and other types of phenotypes 

seen in progeny from the crosses 7 and 8. 

 

   

A B C 
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Figure 3.15 - Some of the damage seen in MS1096-Gal4-Dcr-2OE-SRS individuals. A. MS1096-Gal4-Dcr-
2OE-m1-SRS 11 fly from a cross at 25ºC. B. MS1096-Gal4-Dcr-2OE-m1-SRS 11 fly from a cross at 29ºC. 
C. MS1096-GAL4-Dcr-2OE-c-SRS 10 fly from a cross at 29º. D. MS1096-GAL4-Dcr-2OE-m2-SRS 5 fly 
from a cross at 25ºC. F. w1118 with wild type wing. 

D F 
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IV. Discussion and conclusions 
 

This work aimed to study a putative cytosolic and two mitochondrial serly-tRNA 

synthetases from Drosophila melanogaster. More specifically, the objective was to examine the 

consequence of suppressing expression of the c-, m1- and m2-srs genes through RNA 

interference (RNAi), to gain insight into the diseases caused by mutations or aberrant function 

of aminoacyl-tRNA synthetases, using Drosophila melanogaster as a model.  

 

The first step was to construct three pWIZ vectors, each one with a fragment of the c-, m1- and 

m2-SRS cDNA in an inverted repeat manner, and inject them into Drosophila melanogaster 

embryos. Although the efficiency of the injections was not high, as shown in table 3.2, for the 

three SRS, several stocks were constructed and the majority developed as a 

homozygous/heterozygous (HO/HE) mix. This meant that the inserted transgene was not 

disrupting the transcription of an essential gene. 

The HO/HE mix stocks were the ones needed for subsequent experiments. As previously noted, 

in the transgenic flies, the UAS dependent dicer-2 (Dcr-2) construct was introduced into the fly 

line by means of crossing. It is important to note that only with homozygous flies from the stock 

it is possible to plan the cross with a balanced dicer-2 fly line and select the UAS-SRS-Dcr-2 

individuals (Annex section C).       

Having the transgenic flies with the extra copy of Dcr-2 in their genome, crosses with different 

drivers were performed. The UAS/GAL4 system was used to drive the knockdown of the three 

target gene transcripts under the control of an ubiquitous and other tissue specific promoters.    

 

The first crosses were performed using the c-, m1- and m2-SRS and the Act-GAL4 driver.  

The obtained results represented in figures 3.1, 3.2 and 3.3 show that, for all tested SRS 

stocks, the Dcr-2-SRS-Act-GAL4 individuals from the progeny, were lethal. Another observation 

is that all the other expected phenotypes appeared in the progeny and were viable adults. 

Furthermore, for the c-SRS and m1-SRS tested stocks, a much lower number of Act-GAL4-

driven SRS flies was found, compared with their control siblings.  

All the six other types of siblings, each containing different combinations of the SRS transgene, 

Dcr-2 and Act-GAL4, were present in similar number in the progeny. 

Taken together, this data suggest several conclusions. Firstly, an extremely important 

conclusion is that c-, m1- and m2-SRS are three essential proteins for the fly. The results 

indicate that in each case, the RNAi is functioning, suppressing the gene transcripts and that 

the strength of the machinery, when an extra copy of Dcr-2 is present, is enough to cause 

severe damage in all cells resulting in complete lethality. It is also possible to conclude that the 

UAS-Dcr-2 construct is functional and that the overexpression of the enzyme is increasing the 

effect of the silencing, probably due to an increase of the quantity of siRNA that enters the RNAi 

pathway which will result in a higher suppression of the gene transcript. This is demonstrated by 

the fact that that for c- and m1-SRS, the addition of Dcr-2 to the SRS-Act-GAL4 system is 
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crucial to produce lethality, since the absence of this extra Dcr-2, allows the viability of a low 

percentage of the flies that contain SRS-Act-GAL4. 

 

However this was not the case for m2-SRS. The m2-SRS is the putative SRS that may have 

lost its ability to aminoacylate, and since the Dcr-2-SRS-Act-GAL4 individuals were lethal, if it is 

not functioning as an SRS enzyme, it is responsible for some other essential function. The fact 

the percentage of flies containing m2-SRS-Act-GAL4 is higher than in the canonical SRSs, for 

all the stocks tested, may also suggest that the m2-SRS has a different function, since the 

partial silencing of this protein allows adult viability. 

 

For the c- and m1-SRS since the bioinformatic results (not shown) suggest that these are the 

enzymes responsible for the incorporation of serine into the proteins, being the only enzymes 

with this function, the conclusion is that the RNAi causes severe problems in the translation 

process leading to cell dead. Furthermore, as the Act-GAL4 starts its expression ubiquitously in 

early stages of the fly development, and there were not found dead new born adult flies or dead 

pupas, it is suggested that the death occurs in larva stage or before.  

 

The conclusions given by the experiments with the Act-GAL4 driver allowed the planning of the 

next objectives. Since lethality was the result obtained with the ubiquitous driver, the use of 

tissue specific drivers allowed the SRS transcripts to be knocked down only in a certain tissue, 

thus theoretically allowing the generation of defects in only part of the living organism. As 

described previously, the RNAi of the three SRS was performed in the eye and wing.  

 

Regarding the eye tissue experiments, there were three eye specific GAL4 drivers available. 

First of all, they were crossed with an UAS-GFP. This was done so that the level of expression 

of each could be compared, taking advantage of the green fluorescence that the GFP protein 

produces when expressed. This way, the ey-GAL4, sev-GAL4 and GMR-GAL4 lines were 

crossed with the UAS-GFP and each driver’s expression was observed in the eye imaginal disc 

of larvae from the progeny. 

As shown in the pictures of table 3.5 it is possible to conclude that the ey-GAL4 is the driver that 

shows the lowest level of expression, and was consequently excluded from the tissue specific 

driver experiments. 

Stocks for the c- and m1-SRS were crossed with the sev-GAL4 and GMR-GAL4 drivers 

separately and a large number of progeny were phenotyped. In the progeny all the expected 

phenotypes (view tables 3.6 and 3.7) were obtained and in similar proportions. According to the 

results with the ubiquitous driver, it was presumed that damage would be seen in the eye tissue 

in this experiment with the eye-specific driver.  

The crosses between the transgenic flies and the two mention above eye drivers were repeated 

several times but from all the progeny flies observed, neither for c- or m1-SRS stocks, were flies 

found with morphologically affected eyes, or with any other part of the body visibly affected.  
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The GMR-GAL4 driver is expressed in the eye disc cells that undergo one last division before 

concluding their development as photoreceptors. After the final division the eye cells do not 

divide again and they need only to execute maintenance functions and sustain a normal basal 

level of proteins. Based on this information, a new strategy was then undertaken and tested 

only in this driver: from the progeny of the cross between the transgenic flies for the c-SRS and 

the GMR-GAL4 driver, the SRS-GMR driven flies (GMR-GAL4-Dcr-2OE-c-SRS and GMR-

GAL4-c-SRS) were selected and kept at 25ºC to allow their ageing, while the RNAi is 

functioning. Every week these flies were observed for abnormalities in the eye. Due to time 

limitations, this experiment was only possible for the case of c-SRS, and only for stock c-SRS 

10.  

A normal adult eye is characterized by an organized and homogeneous layer of photoreceptors 

cells. In the case of the tested c-SRS 10 stock, in some four week old flies, the eye tissue 

appeared damaged, more specifically, part of the cell layer was disorganized and degenerated.  

The hypothesis is that in photoreceptors the level of protein synthesis is low. Consequently, the 

accumulation of deficient proteins, resulting from the decrease of SRS and problems in the 

translation process, would not be immediate, but rather, would manifest itself later in the life as 

severe cell damage. There is also the possibility that the SRS turnover is slow, having a long 

half-life and being only necessary after a certain number of days, and as the GMR-GAL4 is not 

expressed in early stages, the cells have synthesised normally SRS up until then. 

 

The second tissue chosen for RNAi analysis was the wing. Different stocks to silence the three 

SRSs were crossed with two wing drivers: nub-GAL4 and MS1096-GAL4. 

 

As mentioned in the chapter II the nub-GAL4 used driver was a double balanced driver. The 

advantages of this type of driver are the presence of two markers that are always linked 

together and the fact that there are only two possible types of flies in the progeny, as shown in 

tables 3.8 and 3.9. Although only two genotypes are produced, three phenotypes were 

observed for each SRS: among the nub-GAL4-Dcr-2OE-SRS individuals there were flies with 

non damaged and flies with damaged wings.  

The cross between the transgenic and the nub-GAL4 flies was done at 25ºC and 29ºC, with the 

objective to test if the RNAi effect would increase with the temperature, as theoretically 

expected. 

Firstly, regarding the results obtained for c-SRS, as presented in figure 3.5, unexpectedly the 

percentage of nub-GAL4-Dcr-2OE-c-SRS individuals was extremely low, for both temperatures. 

It is important to mention that this result is the average between two different c-SRS stocks. 

On the other hand, for the case of the result from the m1-SRS 1 seen in Figure 3.6, the number 

of nub-GAL4-Dcr-2OE-m1-SRS individuals with damaged wings does increase with the 

temperature. In fact, the percentage of wing-affected flies doubles from 25ºC to 29ºC.  

For m2-SRS, the results for the three stocks with nub-GAL4 presented different patterns (figures 

3.10, 3.11 and 3.12). However, all of them show an increase on the number of wing affected 
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flies from 25ºC to 29ºC. There are in fact variations for the other types of flies between stocks 4, 

5 and 7 but as shown in Annex section F, the total observed progeny for stocks 4 and 7 is less 

than half of the number for stock 5, not allowing an equal comparison between these stocks.  

It has been mentioned before that each transgenic stock constructed has the insertion in a 

random and different location of the fly’s genome. It is also known that when comparing 

transgenic stocks for the same protein, the location of the transgene can affect the strength of 

the RNAi machinery due to different transcription levels for the transgene, depending on the 

chromatin accessibility by the transcription machinery. Thus it is not surprising that such 

different results were obtained between the tested m2-SRS stocks, it demonstrates the distinct 

levels of RNAi efficiency.     

Considering the graph resulted from the average of c-SRS stocks showing a drastically low 

amount of nub-GAL4-Dcr-2OE-c-SRS flies (Figure 3.5), a possible explanation would be that  

the effect caused in the wing tissue by means of the c-SRS silencing, is toxic for the fly, 

although considering that the gene transcript is only suppressed in the wing this would be a 

most unlikely event. 

Another explanation would be to speculate that the driver is leaking, in other words, a very small 

amount of GAL4 in another expression pattern, apart from the wing specific. It was mentioned 

that nub-GAL4 is expressed in early stages in other tissues besides the wing. Thus it is possible 

that for transgenic nub-GAL4 driven flies, the target mRNA is being suppressed also in other 

parts of the organism affecting severally its normal development, leading to the extremely low 

percentage of adult individuals in the case of the c-SRS.  

It would be natural to ask why this effect is not seen with m1- or m2-SRS. Firstly, note that the 

nub-GAL4 experiment was done for only two stocks from c-SRS collection, only one from m1-

SRS and three from m2-SRS. More replicas need to be done in order to have more data. 

However there is the possibility that there would be a crucial requirement of c-SRS at some 

point during the development. Therefore, the partial unspecific silencing of this protein caused 

by a putative leaking of the nub-GAL4 driver in early stages and different tissues, would lead to 

a decrease in the viability of the flies, showing a non-tissue specific effect of the RNAi in the 

wing tissue. 

Another option would be that the turnover of the c-SRS is slower which means that the protein 

would take longer to be substituted. Thus if there is a leaking event, c-SRS being an extremely 

necessary enzyme in embryo stages, its suppression in different tissues would lead to cell 

death. 

 

Additionally, it is important to mention that many different wing aberrations were observed, but 

that there was a clear relation between severity and temperature, as seen in the defects present 

in the progeny that came from a cross at 29ºC. Figures 3.7, 3.8 and 3.9 exemplify some of the 

defects observed in wings, like non-expanded wings, curly wings and incomplete or broken wing 

tips.   
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Taken together, it is possible to conclude that the nub-GAL4 driver did switch on the RNAi 

machinery and a noticeable effect in the wing tissue was observed for the three putative SRS, 

demonstrating that suppression of these genes is detrimental to normal development and 

maintenance of the cell. Furthermore, it is clear that increasing the temperature resulted in 

higher RNAi efficiency, which is demonstrated by the higher number of nub-GAL4-Dcr-2OE-

SRS wing-affected individuals.  

 

The last tested driver was the MS1096-GAL4. Cross 7 and 8 shown in tables 3.10 and 3.11 

were done only for stocks c-SRS 4, m1-SRS 11 and m2-SRS 5 once again, due to time 

limitations.  

As mentioned earlier in the MS1096-GAL4 section of chapter III, there was an additional 

technical difficulty in this experiment, due to the use of the marker Cy to identify in the progeny 

the transgenic flies. 

From crosses 7 and 8, done with the transgenic and the MS1096-GAL4 flies, among the 

progeny an extremely curly-like phenotype was observed.  Parallel testes were made to confirm 

that the driver does not lead to curly-like flies when crossed with other types of flies, suggesting 

that the only explanation for this curly-like phenotype among the progeny of crosses 7 and 8, is 

that it is caused by the effect of the SRS mRNA knock down. This phenotype made the visual 

separation between the transgenic and non transgenic flies impossible. Thus, concerning the 

experiments for the c-, m1- and m2-SRS with the MS1096 driver, it is possible to conclude that 

the RNAi was working and the suppression of the two genes cause visible alterations in wings.     

 

Altogether, in this work it was proven that the three putative SRS from Drosophila are 

responsible for essential functions in the organism.  

 

The differences seen between the results for each putative SRS, in particular in nub-GAL4 

experiments, which are the ones which gave us more variety of results, might reflect the 

different threshold level of each putative SRS need to maintain normal translation activity and/or 

the difference that the location of the transgene causes to RNAi strength.  

 

Although up to date there is no clue about the role that the m2-SRS is playing into the cell, the 

essentiality of this protein has been confirmed in the present work and the effects observed in 

the experiments are caused by he impaired functioning of this non-canonical organellar SRS. 
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V. Future perspectives 
 

As this work is based on a very new approach on studying aaRSs and still much is 

needed to be understood on translation diseases, further work needs to be done. 

 

Experiments that were not possible to accomplish need to be planed and tested. For example, 

the crosses with the GMR-GAL4 driver need to be repeated using different transgenic stocks for 

each of the three proteins to be silenced. The progeny need to be kept and analysed frequently 

in order to confirm the appearance of damage in the eye tissue after a certain period of time. 

 

Transgenic homozygous and UAS-Dcr-2 flies will be used to cross with the MS1096-GAL4 

driver. This will allow to eliminate the Cy marker from the progeny and obtain the totality of the 

progeny with the RNAi system switched on. This new approach will help to confirm that all the 

curly phenotype in this particular case is related to the SRS silencing so that numbers and 

conclusions can be collected. 

 

Another appealing experiment is the use of a heat-shock driver. The use of a heat-shock 

promoter combined with the UAS/GAL4 system allows the ubiquitous induction of the GAL4 

protein and consequently the induction of the transgene upon an abrupt raise of temperature. 

This inducible promoter enables to switch on the expression of a transgene at any time during 

development. Furthermore, by varying the duration of heat shock, the level of transgene 

expression can be regulated. In this work, these types of experiments would help to understand 

in what stage of the development does the organism die when the knock down is taking place 

ubiquitously and, knowing that, infer in what stage of the fly development are the putative SRS 

more need.   

  

Concerning the nub-GAL4 experiment and the low percentage of nub-GAL4-Dcr-2OE-c-SRS 

individuals, from the progeny larvae could be collected and analysed in a molecular level in 

order to discover if in this particular stage the proportion of transgenic nub-GAL4 organisms is 

the theoretically expected. It would also be interesting to plan a test that would demonstrate if 

the driver is leaking. 

 
At the molecular level, it is necessary to analyse the mRNA and protein levels for the c-, m1- 

and m2-SRS, in order to confirm the decrease of their expression levels in the tissues where the 

UAS/GAL4 system is functioning. In order to do that, several technical drawbacks must be 

previously overcome, such as sample limitations.  

 
These were only some examples of some of the possible next steps. It is safe to say there are 

many other different approaches to continue this project as there are still numerous questions to 

be answered.  
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VI. Annex 
 

A. Balancing and mapping 
 

All adult transgenic flies obtained from the injected embryos were crossed with w1118 flies. From 

the progeny, red-eye transgenic (TR(w+)) males were selected and with virgin females from a 

balancer line, in order to balance the II and III chromosome. 

 
Balancing the transgene (TR) in the II or III chromosome 
 
If the transgene was inserted in the II or III chromosome, the progeny (F1) is: 
 

Table A.1 – Progeny for the cross between trangetic flies and balancer 
 

Cross I: ♂  +/+; +/+    ×   ♀  If/Cy; Ly/TM3 

 F1 if chromosome II F1 if chromosome III 

+/Cy; +/TM3 +/Cy; +/TM3 

If/TR(w+); +/TM3 If/+; +/TM3 

If/+ ; +/TM3  If/+; TR(w+)/TM3 

+/Cy; Ly/+ +/Cy; Ly/+ 

TR(w+)/Cy; Ly/+  +/Cy; Ly/TR(w+) 

 If/TR(w+); Ly/+  If/+; Ly/TR(w+) 

If/+; Ly/+ If/+; Ly/+ 

TR(w+)/Cy; +/TM3 +/Cy; TR(w+)/TM3 

 

 

From the progeny of this Cross I, curly, TM3 and red eyed flies were selected and because at 

this point is not possible to distinguish phenotypically the location of the transgene, these flies 

were crossed with w1118 flies. Depending on the obtained progeny and following Mendel’s laws, 

it is possible to map the chromosomal location of the transgene. 

 

Mapping the TR  

 

Insertion in chromosome II: 

 

Table A.2 - Progeny from the cross between transgenic flies and w1118 if the TR is in the II chromosome. 
 

Cross II: ♂ TR(w+)/Cy; +/TM3   ×  ♀  +/+; +/+ 

+/Cy; +/TM3 
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+/Cy; +/+ 

TR(w+)/+; +/TM3 

TR(w+)/+; +/+ 

 
If none of the red eyed flies are curly, the transgene is in the second chromosome. 
 

 
Insertion in chromosome III: 
 
Table A.3 - Progeny from the cross between a transgenic fly and w1118 if the TR is in the III chromosome. 

 

Cross III: ♂ +/Cy; TR(w+)/TM3 × ♀ +/+; +/+ 

+/Cy; +/TM3 

+/+ ; +/TM3 

+/Cy ; TR(w+)/+ 

+/+; TR(w+)/+ 

 
If none of the red eyed flies are TM3Sb, the transgene is in the third chromosome. 
 
 
Insertion in chromosome X: 
 
Depending on the sex of the fly we want to map, if the insertion toke place in chromosome X, 

the progeny will be different.  

Using a transgenic male fly from the progeny of Cross I, if the transgene was inserted in the 

chromosome X, when crossed with the female balancer, the progeny is the following: 

 
Table A.4 – Progeny from the cross between a transgenic male fly and the balancer, if the TR  is in the X 

chromosome. 
 

Cross IV: ♂ XTR(w-) 
Y; +/Cy; +/TM3  ×  ♀ Xw-

 X
w-

; If/Cy; Ly/TM3 

X
 TR(w-) 

X
w- 

; +/Cy; +/TM3 

X
 TR(w-) 

X
w- 

; +/Cy; Ly/TM3 

X
 TR(w-) 

X
w- 

; If/Cy; +/TM3 

X
 TR(w-) 

X
w- 

; If/+; Ly/+ 

X
w- 

Y; + /Cy; +/TM3 

X
w- 

Y; +/Cy ; Ly/+ 

X
w- 

Y; If/+; +/TM3 

X
w- 

Y; If/+; Ly/+                 

 

 

All the females will have red eyes and all the males white eyes. 

 

When using a female transgenic fly from the progeny of the Cross I, crossed with a male 

balancer the progeny is the following: 
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Table A.5 – Progeny of the cross between transgenic female and the balancer, if the TR is the X 
chromosome. 
 

cross V: ♀ X
TR(w+)

X
w-

; +/Cy; +/TM3  ×   ♂ X
w-

Y; If/Cy; Ly/TM3 

X
TR(w+)

 - ; +/Cy; Ly/+ 

X
TR(w+)

 -
 
; +/Cy; +/TM3 

X
TR(w+)

 -
 
; If/+; Ly/+ 

X
TR(w+) -

 
; If/+; +/TM3 

X
w-

 -
 
; +/Cy; Ly/+ 

X
w-

 -
 
; +/Cy; +/TM3 

X
w-

 -
 
; If/+; Ly/+ 

X
w+

 -
 
; If/+; +/TM3 

 

 

The red eyed, curly TM3 males are selected and crossed with w1118 flies, and if the transgene is 

located in the chromosome X, the progeny is: 

 

Table A.6 – Progeny from a cross between a transgenic fly and a w1118 fly, if the TR is in the X 
chromosome 

 

cross VI: ♂ X
w+

Y; +/Cy; +/TM3  ×  ♀ X
w-

X
w-

 ; +/+; +/+ 

X
TR(w+)

 X
w- 

; +/Cy; +/+ 

X
TR(w+)

 X
w-

; +/Cy; +/TM3 

X
TR(w+)

 X
w-

; +/+; +/+ 

X
TR(w+)

 X
w-

; +/+; +/TM3 

X
w-

 Y; +/Cy; +/+ 

X
w-

 Y; +/Cy; +/TM3 

X
w-

 Y; +/+; +/+ 

X
w-

 Y; +/+; +/TM3                

 

 

If in the progeny of cross VI all the females have red eyes and all male have white eyes, the 

transgene is in the X chromosome. 

 

 

B. Creating the stocks 
 

In order to have flies for the experiments, several stocks were created for the different insertions 

of the transgene for each SRS. This was done by crossing siblings from the cross I balanced in 
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chromosome II and III, so that it is ensured that their progeny had the transgene either balanced 

in heterozygosis (HE) or in homozygosis (HO). 

Stocks were maintained at 18ºC. 

 
Stocks with transgene in chromosome II: 

 

Table A.7 - Progeny from the cross between transgenic siblings flies, if the TR is in the chromosome II. 
 

CrossVII: ♂ TR(w+)/Cy; +/TM3  ×  ♀  TR(w+)/Cy; +/TM3 

TR(w+)/TR(w+); +/+ HO 

TR(w+)/TR(w+); +/TM3 HO 

TR(w+)/TR(w+); TM3/TM3 lethal 

TR(w+)/Cy; +/+ HE 

TR(w+)/CyO; +/TM3 HE 

TR(w+)/Cy; TM3/TM3 lethal 

 Cy/Cy; +/+ lethal 

 Cy/Cy; +/TM3 lethal 

 Cy/Cy; TM3 /TM3 lethal 

 

 

Stocks with transgene in chromosome III: 

 

Table A.8 - Progeny from the cross between transgenic siblings flies, if the TR is in the chromosome III. 
 

Cross VIII: ♂  +/Cy; TR(w+)/TM3  ×  ♀   +/Cy; TR(w+)/TM3 

+/+; TR(w+)/TR(w+) HO 

+/Cy; TR(w+)/TR(w+) HO 

Cy/Cy; TR(w+)/TR(w+) lethal 

 +/+; TR(w+)/TM3 HE 

 +/Cy; TR(w+)/TM3 HE 

Cy/Cy; TR(w+)/TM3 lethal 

+/+; TM3/TM3 lethal 

+/Cy; TM3/TM3 lethal 

Cy/Cy; TM3/TM3 lethal 

 

 

Stocks with transgene in X chromosome: 

 

Table A.9 – Progeny from the cross between transgenic siblings flies, if the TR is in the X chromosome. 
 

Cross IX: ♂ X
 TR (w+)

 Y; +/Cy; +/TM3    ×  ♀  X
 TR (w+)

 X
(w-)

; +/Cy; +/TM3 
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X
 TR (w+)

 -  ; +/+ ; +/+     red eyes 

X
 TR (w+)

 -  ; +/+ ; +/TM3     red eyes 

X
 TR (w+)

 - ; +/+; TM3/TM3     lethal 

X
 TR (w+)

 - ; +/Cy; +/+     red eyes 

X
 TR (w+)

 -; +/Cy; +/TM3     red eyes 

X
 TR (w+)

 - ; +/Cy; TM3/TM3     lethal 

X
 TR (w+)

 - ; Cy/Cy; +/+    lethal 

X
 TR (w+)

 - ; Cy/Cy; +/TM3    lethal 

X
 TR (w+)

 - ; Cy/Cy; TM3/TM3     lethal 

X
 w-

Y; +/+; +/+     white eyes 

X
 w-

Y; +/+; +/TM3 white eyes 

X
 w-

Y; +/+; TM3/TM3 lethal 

X
 w-

Y; +/Cy; +/+ white eyes 

X
 w-

Y; +/Cy; +/TM3 white eyes 

X
 w-

Y; +/Cy; TM3/TM3 lethal 

X
 w-

Y; Cy/Cy; +/+ lethal 

X
 w-

Y; Cy/Cy;  +/TM3 lethal 

X
 w-

Y; Cy/Cy; TM3/TM3 lethal 

 

The result of this progeny is that all females are red eyed but half of the males are white eyed, 

for this reason it is necessary to remove the white eyed males each time the stock is transferred 

to a new tube. 

 

 

C. Dicer strains 

 
Dcr-2 in chromosome II: 
 

As the received a dicer strain was not balanced, that was the first step. 

 

Table A.10 – Progeny from the cross between a dicer-2 fly and a balancer, if the Dcr-2 insertion is in the 
chromosome II. 

 
Cross X: ♂ +/+; UAS-Dcr-2/UAS-Dcr-2  ×  ♀ If/Cy; Ly/TM3 

UAS-Dcr-2/If; +/TM3 

UAS-Dcr-2/If; +/Ly 

UAS-Dcr-2/Cy; +/Ly 

UAS-Dcr-2/Cy; +/TM3 

 

From the cross X curly and Sb flies were selected and crossed between them in order to 

construct a stock. 
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Table A.11 – Progeny from the cross between dicer-2 siblings flies, if the Dcr-2 insertion is in the 
chromosome II. 

 

Cross XI: ♂ +/+; UAS-Dcr-2/Cy; +/TM3  ×  ♀ UAS-Dcr-2/Cy; +/TM3 

UAS-Dcr-2/Cy; +/TM3 

UAS-Dcr-2/Cy; +/+ 

UAS-Dcr-2/UAS-Dcr-2; +/TM3 

UAS-Dcr-2/UAS-Dcr-2; +/+ 

 

Having the Dcr-2 stock in chromosome II, Sb males were selected to cross with virgin females 

form the SRS stocks in chromosome III. 

 

Table A.12 – Progeny from a cross between a dicer-2 fly and a transgenic fly, with Dcr-2 in chromosome II 
and TR insertion in chromosome III. 

 

Cross XII: ♂ UAS-Dcr-2/UAS-Dcr-2; +/TM3  ×  ♀ +/Cy; UAS-TR(w+)/ UAS-TR(w+) 

UAS-Dcr-2/+; +/UAS-TR(w+) 

UAS-Dcr-2/+; UAS-TR(w+)/TM3 

UAS-Dcr-2/Cy; +/ UAS-TR(w+) 

UAS-Dcr-2/Cy; UAS-TR(w+)/TM3 

 
From these cross the curly and Sb are the flies that will be crossed with the drivers. 
 

Dcr-2 in chromosome III: 

 

In this case, the received dicer strain was balanced. It was directly crossed with the SRS stocks 

with the transgene in the II chromosome.  

 

Table A.13 - – Progeny from a cross between a transgenic fly and a dicer-2 fly, with Dcr-2 in chromosome 
III and TR insertion in chromosome II. 

 

Cross XIII: ♂ Sb/Cy; UAS-Dcr-2/TM6B  ×  ♀ TR(w+)/TR(w+); +/TM3 

UAS-TR(w+)/Sb; +/TM3 

UAS-TR(w+)/Sb; +/UAS-Dcr-2 

UAS-TR(w+)/Sb; UAS-Dcr-2/TM3 

UAS-TR(w+)/Cy; +/TM6B 

UAS-TR(w+)/Cy; +/UAS-Dcr-2 

UAS-TR(w+)/Cy; UAS-Dcr-2/TM3 

 

From these cross the curly and Sb are the flies that will be crossed with the drivers. 
 

D. Eye drivers GFP control 
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As mentioned in chapter II and III, the eye drivers were crossed with GFP-GAL4 line in order to 

visualize the level of expression of each one. The following tables show the progeny for each 

case.   

 
ey-GAL4 
 
Table A.14- Progeny from the cross between an UAS-GFP fly and an ey-GAL4 fly. 
 

Cross XIV : ♂ UAS-GFP/ UAS-GFP; +/+  ×  ♀ ey-GAL4/ey-GAL4; +/+ 

UAS-GFP/ey-GAL4; +/+ 

 
 
sev-GAL4 
 
Table A.15- Progeny from the cross between an UAS-GFP fly and a sev-GAL4 fly. 
 

Cross XV: ♂ UAS-GFP/ UAS-GFP; +/+   ×   ♀ +/+; sev-GAL4/sev-GAL4 

UAS-GFP/+; sev-GAL4/+ 

 
GMR-GAL4 
 
Table A.16- Progeny from the cross between an UAS-GFP fly and a GMR-GAL4 fly. 
 

Cross XVI: ♂ UAS-GFP/ UAS-GFP; +/+  ×  ♀ GMR-GAL4/Cy; +/+ 

UAS-GFP/+; sev-GAL4/+ 

 

 

E. Results from Act-GAL4 
 
Table A.17. – Results from the cross between stocks m1-SRS 10 and m1-SRS 11 with driver Act-GAL4.  
 

Phenotype 
m1-SRS 
10 new 

born flies 

m1-SRS 10 
new born 
flies (%) 

m1-SRS 11 
new born 

flies 

m1-SRS 11 
new born 
flies(%) 

Avarage 
m1-SRS 
10, 11 

(%) 
m1-SRS/(+); Dcr-2OE/Act-GAL4 0 0 0 0 0 
m1-SRS/(+); Act-GAL4/TM3 16 6,69 2 1,15 3,92 
m1-SRS/(+); TM3/TM6B 35 14,64 21 12,07 13,36 
m1-SRS/(+); Dcr-2OE/TM6B 41 17,15 32 18,39 17,77 
(+)/Cy; Dcr-2OE/Act-GAL4 49 20,50 32 18,39 19,45 
(+)/Cy ; Dcr-2OE/TM6B 39 16,32 37 21,26 18,79 
(+)/Cy ; Act-GAL4/TM3 35 14,64 18 10,34 12,49 
(+)/Cy; TM3/TM6B 24 10,04 32 18,39 14,22 
Total 239 100 174 100 100 
 

 

Table A.18 – Results from the cross between stocks c-SRS 4 and c-SRS 10 with driver Act-GAL4. 
 

Phenotype 
c-SRS 4 
new born 

flies 

c-SRS 4 
new born 
flies (%) 

c-SRS 10 
new born 
flies (%) 

c-SRS 10 
new born 
flies (%) 

Avarage 
c-SRS 4, 
10 (%) 

m1-SRS/(+); Dcr-2OE/Act-GAL4 0 0 0 0 0 
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m1-SRS/(+); Act-GAL4/TM3 3 0,88 1 0,60 0,74 
m1-SRS/(+); TM3/TM6B 41 11,99 34 20,36 16,17 
m1-SRS/(+); Dcr-2OE/TM6B 53 15,50 34 20,36 17,93 
(+)/Cy; Dcr-2OE/Act-GAL4 65 19,01 18 10,78 14,89 
(+)/Cy ; Dcr-2OE/TM6B 68 19,88 28 16,77 18,32 
(+)/Cy ; Act-GAL4/TM3 75 21,93 22 13,17 17,55 
(+)/Cy; TM3/TM6B 37 10,82 30 17,96 14,39 
Total 342 100 167 100 100 
 

 

Table A.19 – Results from the cross between stock m2-SRS 4 and m1-SRS 7 with driver Act-GAL4. 
 

Phenotype 
m2-SRS 4 
new born 

flies 

m2-SRS 4 
new born flies  

(%) 

m2-SRS 7 
new born 

flies 

m2-SRS 7 
new born flies 

(%) 

Avarage 
m2-SRS 
4, 7 (%) 

Dcr-2/(+) ; m2-SRS/Act-Gal4 0 0 0 0 0 
Cy/(+) ; m2-SRS/Act-GAL4 11 7,69 19 11,80 9,75 
Dcr-2/(+) ; m2-SRS/TM6B 33 23,08 27 16,77 19,92 
Cy/(+) ; m2-SRS/TM6B 20 13,99 20 12,42 13,20 
Dcr-2/(+) ; TM3Sb/Act-GAL4 25 17,48 38 23,60 20,54 
Cy/(+) ; TM3Sb/Act-GAL4 15 10,49 17 10,56 10,52 
Dcr-2/(+) ; TM3Sb/TM6B 19 13,29 26 16,15 14,72 
Cy/(+) ; TM3Sb/TM6B 20 13,99 14 8,70 11,34 
Total 143 100 161 100 100 

 

 

F. Results from nub-GAL4 
 

Table A.20 – Results from the cross between a stock c-SRS 4 fly or a c-SRS 10 fly with driver nub-GAL4 
at 25ºC. 
 

Phenotype 
c-SRS 4 
new born 

flies 

c-SRS 4 
new born 
flies (%) 

c-SRS 10 
new born 

flies 

c-SRS 10 
new born 
flies (%) 

Avarage 

(nubGAL4;TR/Dcr-2;+) 
affected wings 0 0 19 11,80 5,90 
(nubGAL4;TR/Dcr-2;+)  5 4,55 6 3,73 4,14 
(+;TR/Cy;TM6B) 105 95,45 136 84,47 89,96 
Total 110 100 161 100 100 

 

 

Table A.21 – Results from the cross between a stock c-SRS 4 fly or c-SRS 10 fly with driver nub-GAL4 at 
29ºC. 
 

Phenotype 
c-SRS 4 
new born 

flies 

c-SRS 4 
new born 
flies (%) 

c-SRS 10 
new born 

flies 

c-SRS 10 
new born 
flies (%) 

Avarage 

(nubGAL4;TR/Dcr-2;+) 
affected wings 1 1,39 8 7,41 4,40 
(nubGAL4;TR/Dcr-2;+)  0 0,00 13 12,04 6,02 
(+;TR/Cy;TM6B) 71 98,61 87 80,56 89,58 
Total 72 100 108 100 100 
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Table A.22 – Results from the cross between a stock c-SRS 1 fly with driver nub-GAL4 at 25ºC and 29ºC. 

 
 

 25ºC 29ºC 

Phenotype 
m1-SRS 1 
new born 

flies  

m1-SRS 1 
new born 
flies (%) 

m1-SRS 1 
new born 

flies  

m1-SRS 1 
new born 
flies (%) 

(nubGAL4;TR/Dcr-2;+)  
affected wings 32 20,92 33 34,74 
(nubGAL4;TR/Dcr-2;+)  59 38,56 16 16,84 
(+;TR/Cy;TM6B) 62 40,52 46 48,42 
Total 153 100 95 100 

 

 

Table A.23 – Results from the cross between a stock m2-SRS 4 fly with driver nub-GAL4 at 25ºC and 
29ºC. 
 
 25ºC 29ºC 

Phenotype 

m2-SRS 4 
new born 
flies (%) 

m2-SRS 4 
new born 
flies (%) 

m2-SRS 4 
new born 
flies (%) 

m2-SRS 4 
new born 
flies (%) 

(nubGAL4;TR/Dcr-2;+) a 32 59,26 12 60 
(nubGAL4;TR/Dcr-2;+)  7 12,96 2 10 
(+;TR/Cy;TM6B) 15 27,78 6 30 
Total 54 100 20 100 

 

 

Table A.24 – Results from the cross between stock a m2-SRS 5 fly with driver nub-GAL4 at 25ºC and 
29ºC. 
 

 25ºC 29ºC 

Phenotype 

m2-SRS 5 
new born 
flies (%) 

m2-SRS 5 
new born 
flies (%) 

m2-SRS 5 
new born 
flies (%) 

m2-SRS 5 
new born 
flies (%) 

(nubGAL4;TR/Dcr-2;+) a 59 36,875 35 41,67 
(nubGAL4;TR/Dcr-2;+)  31 19,375 18 21,43 
(+;TR/Cy;TM6B) 70 43,75 31 36,90 
Total 160 100 84 100 

 

 

Table A.25– Results from the cross between a stock m2-SRS 7 fly and driver nub-GAL4 at 25ºC and 29ºC. 
 
 25ºC 29ºC 

Phenotype 

m2-SRS 7 
new born 
flies (%) 

m2-SRS 7 
new born 
flies (%) 

m2-SRS 7 
new born 
flies (%) 

m2-SRS 7 
new born 
flies (%) 

(nubGAL4;TR/Dcr-2;+) a 17 30,36 19 39,58 
(nubGAL4;TR/Dcr-2;+)  13 23,21 6 12,50 
(+;TR/Cy;TM6B) 26 46,43 23 47,92 
Total 56 100 48 100 
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G. Mediums  
 

Mediums used to mount adult wings: 

"Fauré" 

  

- 125ml H2O 

- 125g chloral hydrate 

- 75g gum arabic 

- heat wile shaking 

- 50g glycerol 

 

 

SH medium 

 

Glycerol: Ethanol 1: 3 


